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ABSTRACT

As We All Grow 014 Housing for the Blue Hour is the theme of aplace of dwelling for
elderly individuals which embodies essential ideas of aging, self-actualization, aging-inplace, and community. This document concentrates upon issues relative to the conceptual
design of an alternative elderly housing development, integrated within the inner city
community of West Inglewood in Calgary, Alberta.
...

The community emerges as the first subsystem that can potentially meet the full range of
people's physiological, psychological, and social needs. As its conceptual basis, the
project is precedented upon current Danish philosophy of bofaellesskaber, or directly
translated, "living community". Essentially the ideal of bofaellesskaber is not privatizing,
not institutionalizing, but collectivizing people by reestablishing many of the advantages
of traditional villages within the context of twentieth century living.
Through an architecture of connection, the design serves to integrate within the larger
community, an assemblage of elderly housing, cultural amenities, and support services
along the abandoned CN railway easement. Buildings along the easement extend living
opportunities to its residents and the entire Inglewood community, consisting of places for
personal, public, and collective dwelling. Row and infill housing typologies are developed
to afford personal dwelling choices for elderly, including retrofitting existing Inglewood
homes to unique aging requirements. Public and collective entities are combined to create
apublic square at the core of the easement which offers support services and cultural
amenities to the community. The intergenerational center of the public square is the
essence of the entire development, as it is the symbolic connection of all generations in
the community. In addition to offering cultural programs specifically designed for elderly
and children, the center serves as the core for community and administrative functions.
The building component of this project develops the design of the row housing typology
and the intergenerational center focusing upon the concept of aging-in-place. Through
the connection of the social and built dimensions within the larger community, the project
responds to the concept of self-actualization primarily for the aged, but also the aging.
The document consists of six divisions. Chapter One introduces As We All Grow
Old... Housing for the Blue Hour presenting the problem statement and underlying
assumptions. The essence of Blue Hour is defined in Chapter Two, identifying its
relationship to the social and biological realities of aging and the relevance to design.
Chapter Three defines the concepts of self-actualization and considers its fulfillment
within the context of aging-in-place and community. The architectural challenges
inherent in the design of Housing for the Blue Hour are discussed in Chapter Four citing
the concept of bofaellesskaber and the Stride Rite Intergenerational Center as relevant
architectural and social precedents. Chapter Five presents the conceptual design of As We
All Grow Old. .. Housing for the Blue Hour, providing aqualitative analysis of the site,
context, building program, and determinants of architectural form. Chapter Six summarizes the project and identifies its application for future directions in elderly housing.
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Perhaps our first experiences with aging and the aged occured with the meeting of our
grandparents. It began with our parents bringing us as infants home to them and continued
with weekend visits throughout our lives. Ifeel fortunate to have acontinuing relationship
with my only surviving grandparent, Stella Sikora. Granny, as we affectionately call her,
lives in the small town of Cambria, Alberta after having immigrated to Canada in 1939.
She is acontinual inspiration to me, and is my expression of self-actualization, not only
of how she has lived her life away from her homeland in Poland, but also her persistence
in creating ahome for us here. During my childhood, Iwould live with her each summer,
learning of her life in Poland, her experiences in Canada, and the art of her gardens. Each
summer, it has become tradition in our family, as well bs in the town of Cambria, to witness
her gardens of flowers and vegetables, with every passing year, the gardens growing
seemingly larger. She would of course deny this yearly expansion, but it is arepresentation
of her desire and love for living, family and home.
My other grandmother, my Baba, was not so favored to live ahealthy life resulting in her
need of continual care in anursing home. We treasured the: visits With Baba when she was
able to return home for weekend visits. 'She would sit in her favorite chair and tell us stories
of her youth, of our parents' youth, and banter at Grandpa to do this and to do that, When
she was not at home, Grandpa would insist that we take him "to go and see Mary." By
Christmas of 1984, cancer cells extended throughout Baba's body leaving her unable to
come home for the holiday season. 1can recall staying awake that Christmas Eve to finish
my gift to her, ahand tied quilt in her favorite blue, agift to keep her legs warm.- We visited
her in the nursing home Christmas Day, passing through all of the other Babas and
Grandpas at the entrance. Baba looked so small seated in the wheelchair in the pastel
yellow room, her room with another elderly woman. She wanted to be home for this day,
I'm sure she desired to be home all days.
-

The notion of home is central to this study, as the place which idehtfies and establishes
our being. As we grow old and encounter frailty, it has been accepted in our society that
we leave our homes to be housed in institutions, where there is little to differentiate
between public and private dwelling; little space to make our achievements seen; and little
to do to experience and develop. The results have been the sense of institutionalization
rather than the experience of aquality of living. During my studies in gerontology, I
encountered many of our elderly experiencing these limitations within nursing homes,
lodges, senior citizens' apartments, and even their own homes, gradually losing afull
sense of humanity, and generally coinciding with an increase in somatic frailty. With the
death of Baba in January of that following year, and the eventual death of Grandpa within
months, the emptiness of their loss led me to focus my studies towards an understanding
of aging, and an alternative meaning to elderly housing.
There have been anumber of insights. Ihave found that to design housing for the elderly
is akin to meeting the old as achild. The innocence of children permits us to see the aged
and accept, often challenge, their aging realities. The socialization of adults, however,
conditions us to judge the aged, basing judgements upon our own fears of, and the
stereotypes surrounding, growing old. Because of the physical and social variations
across the ages, frames of reference and meaning of aparticular environment may differ
among individuals, but elements within that environment can make them livable to all.
Compounding social, physical, and health related issues to design, there is not one explicit
sample of elderly individuals for whom we can design for and further, who remain
consistent over alength of time.
As an attempt to merge my knowledge acquired in gerontology and experience gained in
elderly housing developments, this project presents acollective knowledge through
architecture, and develops adwelling alternative for the aged. It is my hope that it provides
some insight into the concept of an active dwelling and achoice of dwelling, for not only
our grandparents and parents, but also for us ... we all will grow old.
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She knows acashier who
blushes and lets her use
food stamps to buy tulip
bulbs and rose bushes.
We smile each morning as 1
pass her her hand always
married to some stick
or hoe, or rake.
-

One morning 1shout,
"I'm not skinny like
you so I've gotta run
two miles each day."
She begs me closer, whispers
to my flesh, "All you need,
honey, is to be on welfare
and love roses."

"Social Security by Barbara Bolz
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INTRODUCTiON

Problem Statement
Authentic human existence, as Heidegger had written, is alife in which man does not
merely go on blindly within the twentieth century life of Gestell, aframework in which
everything becomes material including man himself, but rather, it is alife in which man
truly dwells. To exist as ahuman being is an authentic relationship of mortal to other
mortals, to earth and sky, to the divinities present or absent, and to things, plants and
animals (Heidegger, 1960). Further, it intends to let each of these be, "to let them presence
in openness, in the full appropriateness of their nature and to hold oneself open to their
being, recognizing and responding to them appropriately in one's own being, the way in
which oneself goes on and lives" (Hofstadter, 1971). Dwelling is abasic deliberation in
anumber of Heidegger's writings and in "Building Dwelling Thinking", he develops the
essential continuity of these entities. Language provides the connection between these.
words and informs us that to be ahuman being is to be on the earth as amortal, to dwell,
doing the "building" that belongs to dwelling, cultivating growing things, constructing
things that are biilt, and doing all of this in the context of other mortals who, living on earth
and cherishing it, look to the sky and to the gods to find the measure of their dwelling
(Heidegger, 1954).
Dwelling, therefore, is not simply abuilding of human habitation, aresidence, nor aroof
over our heads. Continuing Heidegger, Christian Norberg-Schulz writes, " Man dwells
when he can orientate himself within and identify himself with an environment,.or in short,
when he experiences the environment as meaningful." (
Norberg-Schulz, 1980) Dwelling
then, in an existential sense, includes not only the functional needs of man, but also a
symbolic dimension where man can experience his daily life as meaningful. In "
A Concept
of Dwelling ", Norberg-Schulz elaborates upon dwelling as aplace to meet others for
exchange of products, ideas and feelings, that is to experience life as amultitude of
possibilities. Further, it is to come to an agreement with others, that is to accept aset of
common values. Finally, it is to be oneself, in the sense of having asmall chosen world
of our own (Nofberg-Schulz, 1985). Norberg-Schulz summarizes these three modes of
dwelling as collective, public and private. Collective dwelling includes an assemblage or
gathering of individuals of all ages to exchange products, ideas, and sentiments. It is a
place to encounter experiences of the richness of the world. Public dwelling represents the
institutions for dialogue with others who collectively share common values. Finally, the
house is the representation of private dwelling, aplace for the individual to prosper, to gain
asense of oneself and provide an orientation for the future. To combine these three modes
of dwelling is to create what Norberg-Schulz defines as, atotal environment. Relative
to this thesis, the physical representation of this total environment is the creation of
community, based on the Danish concept of bofaellesskaber, or living community.
For aged individuals, the essence of authentic existence has often been overlooked. The
oversight is not only in terms of their dwelling, but also the stereotypical portrayals that
society places upon them. "
He's too old to be doing that" or the "
I'm going to wash that
grey right out of my hair" are representative ageisms and cloaks in our society, which
attempt to deny the aged of their "
presence in openness, in the fill appropriateness oftheir
nature". Similarly, purpose built housing for the aged has diminished the meaning of their
existence through its consideration of only the scientific, and its omission of one or more
of collective, public and private dwelling dimensions. Examples of such disregard include
their entrapment with patients in psychiatric wards in the early 1900's, due to the lack of
available housing or understanding of their needs; housing within nursing homes which
often manifest the effects of institutionalization including deterioration of self-determination and health; remaining in their own homes, fearing the loss of independence;
becoming victims of monetary and physical scandals; and residing in pastel pink
agglomerations of quasi-neighborhoods in congregate care centres and retirement villages, both of which segregate residents from the rest of society. Elderly are often denied
their total environment, some by choice, some by necessity, others by lack of choice.
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This design study focuses upon the creation of community, the physical form of collective,
public and private dwelling, and its primary members, the elderly. The central purpose of
the study is to design acompletive community within West Inglewood which serves to
integrate its elderly residents with the rest of the community. Particular concentration has
been directed to the design of the Intergenerational Center and housing. Through an
architecture of connection, its physical form is designed not only considering the unique
rquirements of the aged, but also creating ameaningful framework for their daily living,
so that they may seek an active determination and fulfillment of their existence in society.

Assumptions and Limitations
The underlying assumptions and limitations relative to this study include both architectural and social dimensions. They are as follows:
The community emerges as the first subsystem that can potentially meet the
full range of people's physiological, psychological and social needs. By
definition, the community is the total environment, consisting of the range of
possibilities for dwelling in order that individuals, primarily the aged but
including all ages, achieve self-actualization through ameaningful, authentic
human existence.
Architecture is an embodiment of authentic human existence.
Architecture goes beyond the satisfaction of human needs by its ability to
ascribe meaning to human realities.

-

An understanding of the aging realities, including societal ageisms and
biological aging is necessary in order to dispel negative and inappropriate
aging stereotypes.
The aged are individuals whose characteristics are as diverse as they are in
numbers within the population and cannot be categorized by their chronological age alone.
As individuals, the elderly have their right to choose their ways and place of
dwelling according to their circumstances.
Relative to this study, the elderly include those individuals who are relatively
independent and do not require full medical assistance on a24-hour basis.
The diversities of the aged can be realistically considered in built form.
Numerous studies have been conducted upon the ergonomics for designing for
the elderly and have been incorporated into this study without further mention.
Those, however, of most significance and of recent advancement are identified in this project.
Information from several surveys have been utilized that determine the extent
of needs and desires satisfied through the creation of purpose built housing.
Further surveys within the targeted population or post-design studies utilizing
this project as abasis have not been conducted. Similarily, acost analysis has
not been prepared.
Precedents to this study are understood to be culturally specific and modifications are required to accommodate other cultural contexts.
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Definition
During my travels to Denmark and Sweden in the fall of 1990, 1had conducted aseries of
investigations to their elderly housing alternatives, which had given me the opportunity to
meet anumber of their senior residents. What had been curious to me was the contrast of
attitudes towards the aged and of aging. The elderly were accepted as full members of
society, able to continue to work after retirement and able to maintain the right to choose
where to live, including delivery of full nursing care to their homes, should that be their
choice to do so.
The greatest impression was made during avisit to Breelteparken, in Horslilm, Denmark,
an institution which North Americans would consider as acombination of senior citizens'
apartments, anursing home and seniors' center. That day, Ispoke with Ellen Kiellerup,
an 80 year old duchess living in one of the apartments. The choice to live in Breelteparken
occurred five years earlier as aresult of phlebitis in both of her legs and left arm causing
adifficulty in movement. As apainter and poet, Ellen's apartment contained apersonal
art history of Denmark: antiques from her home, books of her poetry and other favorite
authors, and photographs upon photographs of her life and family. After athree hour
interview; she concluded her conversation with, "
During the winter ofyour l
i
fe, you look
to continuation daily. The blue hour ofthe night allows you to reflect, the blue hour ofthe
morning allows you to prepare. My days are full.
The Blue Hour is atemporal concept which embraces apoetic duality. It is the period of
our life which possesses reminiscences of time, but it is also arise to anew beginning. Both
imbue consequence in our daily life and confirm our continuation. It is atime that we may
be confined by the biological slowing of our bodies, yet gain the freedom of time like that
asoiated with childhood. Housing for the Blue Hour therefore subsumes built forms that
allow for an embodiment of both reminiscences and beginnings, and of an identification
and orientation of daily life for elderly individuals.
For many however, to be in the Blue Hour, to be old, is to be contemptible. Many of us
are misinformed of the biological aging processes resulting in astrong belief in the
negative portrayals and dismal outlooks towards the aged and our own aging. Significantly, these images of the old are not confined to the younger population alone, but are
also widely shared by the aged themselves. Old persons depreciate other old persons, and
in the same terms. Furthermore, these images of older people do no vary according to
others' temporary contact with them, but tend to be fairly stable enduring years of
socialization.
•The intent of this chapter is to dispel the stereotypical characteristics associated with
ageisms in order to understand the realities of aging and its implication to the concepts of
self-actualization and aging-in-place and further design. Part of this process is to become
aware of how stereotypes of aging in western civilization have originated. These include,
but are not necessarily limited to, our socialization through literature, societal developments and cultural policies. Secondly, an understanding of the actual physiological and
psychological changes are necessary to indicate that in many instances, ageisms are
illfounded, and what is currently practiced in society in the housing of and caring for our
elderly, actually serves to catalyze the negative aging processes.
Ageisms: Societal Aging
Aging is intensely personal. It is our own unique transaction with time, yet it is something
we all experience. Part of its unrelenting characteristic is its unreal quality. Voltaire wrote,
"The heart does not grow old, but it is said to dwell among ruins" ( Barash, 1983). Many
-aged declare that they rarely feel old inside but it is the mirror of society that provides the
means to see that they are. Marcel Proust writes of his reunion with people he had not seen
for many years:
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"At first Icould not understand why Ifound some difficulty in recognizing
the master of the house and the guests....The Prince had provided himself with
awhite beard.and, as it were, lead soles which dragged at this feet. A name
was mentioned to me, and Iwas dumbfounded at the thought that it applied to
the blonde waltzing girl Ihad once known and to the stout white haired lady
now walking just in front of me. We did not see our own appearance, our ownS
age, but each, like afacing mirror, saw the other's."
(Proust, 1977)
We begin to grow old through other people's eyes, then slowly we come to share their
judgement. It is unfortunate, however, that the messages of our social world, ageisms, are
louder and in most cases more injurious, than those messages from within. Ageism
describes the subjective experience implied in the notion of the generation gap, yet more
overtly, it is the promotion or expression of negative attitudes and behaviors against the
old, and misguided knowledge of the old. It is interesting to note, that only 25 percent of
the negative accounts concerning the aged and aging are attributed to the actual biological
processes, the remaining 75 percent are sociological (Zarit, 1982). Seven great ageisms
dominate whole aspects of our society. These include: If you only live long enough, you
will likely become senile; in the later 50's and thereafter, sexual pleasure and practice will
virtually cease or should cease; in the later years, you will become more rigid in thought,
more intolerant in attitude, yet should behave appropriately to one's age; learning powers
decline throughout later middle age and radically fall off by late age; creativity is likewise
adeclining curve from 30 years on; time for the creative life is typically exhausted, which
is expressed in the "I-always-meant-to" syndrome; and that energy, physical and emotional, is exhausted: (McLeish, 1984) Much of our pessimism and evasiveness towards
old age, as exemplified in these seven ageisms, develops through adeep seated uneasiness
on the part of the young and middle aged towards growing old. It is our own resentment
towards what we believe are the diseases, the disabilities, the responsibilities, and the
declines that are associated with age, and the fear we have of the powerlessness,
uselessness, and death.
To explore the bigotry associated with ageisms is to identify the factors of our
socialization. Socialization refers to the processes by which an individual, acquires
attitudes, language, norms and values, necessary to function in agiven society. It involves
the continuous learning of various social roles throughout one's lifetime, both indirectly
and directly. Age socialization, therefore, refers to the processes by which an individual
acquires the behaviors, attitudes, values, emotional responses, and personality characteristics appropriate for his or her age role and transfers to those of other age roles. These are
conveyed and are taught to children beginning in infancy and continue throughout the lives
of individuals. Not only does this ensure uniformity in behavior and attitudes among
members of agiven age group, but it serves to prepare children for the roles they will enact
as adults in their future employment and families. Exhaustive summaries have been
written concerning factors of socialization relative to ageisms. The most notable that have
withstood the test of time are elaborated upon here are: Literature, Societal Developments
and Cultural Policies.
Literature
To amajority of individuals, perhaps the first contact with society's socialization comes
to us through Biblical teachings. Society's oldest written records of ideas and feelings
about old age begin through the teachings of the book of Ecclesiastes. The most crushing
statements about old age ever written are described in intense and moving language,
lending this book aspirit of torment. The description of an old man is of writhing despair,
apessimist, and abeing which sees utter futility in all things. "Emptiness, emptiness,"
he cries," all is empty! All things are wearisome ... What has happened will happen again,
and what has been done will be done again..." (Ecclesiastes, 1and 2). The speaker in
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Ecclesiastes searches throughout his lifetime for something worthwhile. At one point in
his life, he acquires wisdom but his wisdom only brings anguish, because the more that he
learns, the more he comes to see the folly of life. Later, the speaker abandons the chasing
of the winds of wisdom and seeks fulfillment through wine, laughter and pleasure, which
again brings only emptiness and madness. He turns to building of great works, acquiring
male and female slaves, cattle, flocks, and amassing silver and gold, but realizes that this
too is of no worth, as he will only die and leave his riches behind. Through his attempts,
he surrenders to despair as there was no other choice. In his pursuit of emptiness, the
speaker defines life as having seasons, which has laid the foundation for additional
proposals concerning stages of life: "There is atime for everything, and aseason for every
activity under heaven: atime to born and atime to die, atime to plant and atime to
uproot,...a time to be silent and atime to speak, atime to love and atime to hate, atime
for war and atime for peace." (Ecclesiastes, 3:1-22)
Perhaps as universal as the words of the Bible are the words of Shakespeare which indulge
in anumber of negative portrayals of the old. In "
As You Like It Shakespeare clearly
reveals his attitudes towards old age: " Age, 1do abhor thee; youth, Ido adore thee."
(Shakespeare, 1600) in the same work of prose, he continues to identify his negative
perspective of aging within which he writes, "And so, from hour to hour we ripe and ripe,
And then, from hour to hour we rot and rot, And thereby hangs atale". In this play he
develops his construct of the stages of life. Specifically in the famous "seven ages of man"
sequence, we hear from the words of melancholy Jaques, that old age is likened to
childhood and is without everything:
"

,

"All the world's astage,
And all the men and women merely players:
They have their exits and their entrances;
And one man in his time plays many parts,
His acts being seven ages. At first the infant,
Mewling and puking in the nurse's arms.
And then the whining school-boy, with his satchel
And shining morning face, creeping like snail
Unwillingly to school. And then the lover,
Sighing like furnace, with awoeful ballad
made to his mistress' eyebrow. Then asoldier,
Full of strange oaths, and bearded like the pard,
Jealous in honor, sudden and quick in quarrel,
Seeking the bubble reputation
Even in the cannon's mouth. And then the justice,
In fair round belly with good capon lined
With eyes severe, and beard of formal cut,
Full of wise saws and modem instances;
And so he plays his part. The sixth age shifts
Into the lean and slippered pantaloon,
With spectacles on nose and pouch on side,
His youthful hose well saved aworld too wide
For his shrunk shank, and his big manly voice,
Turning again toward childish trebble, pipes
And whistles in his sound. Last scene of all,
That ends this strange eventful history,
Is second childishness and mere oblivion,
Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything."
(Shakespeare, 1600)
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Interestingly, all representations of man's being present man's existence as one continuum; yet for convenience, societies have tended to divide the continuum in various
ways, never being absolutely sure that the division separating one stage from another is
appropriate. We can, however, be confident that by examining these divisions, we learn
something about what time periods in life are considered most significant. For instance,
the following illustrations of the stages of life for men and women are based upon
Shakespeare's ages and have the pinnacles of their lives occurring at the age of 50, with
adeclining demise to the age of 100 years.

MANNENS

Stages of file as illustrated for men. ( Huyck
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and Hoyer. 1982)
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Stages of life as illustrated for women. (Huyck and Hoyer, 1982)
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Consider the following passage from Shakespeare's "HenrylV", which contains asharp
debasement to Falstaff, acharacter of declining years. Shakespeare utilizes this passage
to destroy the audience's affection for the old rogue by derogating the aspects of aging:
"Do you set down your name in the scroll of youth, that are written down old
with all the characters of age? Have you not amoist eye, adry hand, ayellow
cheek, awhite beard, adecreasing leg, and increasing belly? Is not your voice
broken, your wind short, your chin double, your wit single, and every part of
you blasted with antiquity? And will you yet call yourself young? Fie, fie, fie,
Sir John!"
(Shakespeare, 1598)
The attitude' that is derived from this passage is that we are secretly outraged and overtly
uncomfortable to see old people talking or behaving as though they were in the midst of
life. This attitude has prevailed throughout generations of time and is not any different
from current attitudes towards the old who dare to show that they can still keep up with
notions that are reserved for the young. In other words, to know one's place is solely arole
of the aged and to refuse the placing, is acrime.
Chaucer did not accept ageisms in his early works of, "The Cantebury Tales" (1387),
which he had written at the age of forty. The old participated in anything they fancied,
whether the results were farcical or reward. However, aslightly different genre is
developed in "The Merchant's Tale" (1390), written later in his career which develops a
negative outlook towards aging as well as upon sexual experiences when we are old.
In this work, abachelor knight, poetically named January, decides to marry at the age of
sixty years to ayoung teenage girl, relatively named May. Chaucer is well aware of the
life cycles of aging and even though January is as active in bed as perhaps alad named June,
the experience is highly unaesthetic for adelightful soul as May. Her firm pink skin meets
the undaunting slack flesh of January and something snaps in his body. January becomes
blind and during his blindness, the young Damien pursues the love interests of May. The
old man is finally manipulated, as the old generally aie, to allow May to pursue this interest
while still in the bonds of their marriage. Society's fable: It is more unnatural for old and
old, and more specifically old and young, to bed together than it is for young lovers to seize
their chance. "The Merchant's Tale" is psychologically fascinating because in it Chaucer
comments that often the old do possess the capabilities of youth and azest for living, also
the tenderness and warmth, but that none of these are of value when youth itself is there
to supply them.
In England, generations of school children have memorized Robert Southey's poem "The
Old Man's Comforts and How He Gained Them" (1799) which elaborates upon the
deterioration of the mind due to age. Perhaps outdated to modem ears, it was taken quite
seriously for avery long time. In fact so seriously that, Lewis Carrol, aware of the public's
knowledge wrote its parody in "
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland" (
1896). This sequence
is perhaps better known to us.
"You are old, Father William," the young man said,
"And your hair has become very white;
And yet you incessantly stand on your headDo you think, at your age, it is right?"
"In my youth," Father William replied to his son,
"I feared it might injure the brain;
But now that I'm perfectly sure Ihave none,
Why, Ido it again and again."
(Carrol, 1896)
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Not all literary accounts of aging are negative. The Ten Commandments, for example,
have been considered ageneral directive to respect the older generation. In the Old
Testament, there are direct links between regard for the old and respect, or fear of the Lord.
Those who failed to show esteem for the older generation suffered punishment'by
rejection. Additionally, the Book of Proverbs is filled with respect for age. A long life is
the fruit of wisdom. Those who attain old age interestingly do so by their own good works,
rather than by accident of good biology. Further, grey hair is acrown of glory and it is won
by avirtuous life. Age therefore had not been generally humanly possible, separating those
who are old, as likened to God. Unquestionably, the life past thirty score years and ten had
not been evidenced prior to the advances in medicine. However, as the age expectancy
has ascended due to medical advances, the regard for the elderly has generally declined
throughout anumber of societal developments.
Societal Developments
Seniors in societies prior to the industrial age had their purpose. In the seventeenth and
into the eighteenth century, the prevailing attitude was gerontocratic: the young were to
serve and the old were to rule. Predominantly, this attitude was based upon the assumption
that wisdom, as the sum of experience and self-control, grew with age. Archbishops of the
church were elderly, judges of law were wise in their years, and the image of God was in
fact an old man (Barash, 1983). Children were taught to show their parents obedience, duty
and respect. The old sat in the best seats of the chapel, the young in the back and good
manners defined that children were to take their hats off to their elders. Primarily based
upon Biblical teachings, age was then equated with wisdom and spirituality.
This view has been shared on our continent and was continually expressed in the writings
of Increase Mather, adeacon in the influential Congregationalist church and one of the
most powerful figures of America prior to the Revolution.. In "
Dignity and Duty ofAged
Servants", Mâther writes, "if any man is favored with long life, it is God that has
lengthened his days." (Mather, 1677) The aged were chosen of God and it follows that as
God's chosen, respect for God demanded respect for them as well. Politically, "grey heads
are wiser than green ones" according to Mather. Similarly, John Adams wrote to Thomas
Jefferson and maintained that "none were fit for Legislators and Magistrates" except those
he called "sad men". Continuing, sad men were those " Aged men who had been tossed
and buffeted by the vicissitudes of Life, forced upon profound reflection by grief and
disappointments, and taught to command their passions." (Fisher, 1978). The preference
was clear: age equated not only respect, but also leadership.
Age additionally was equated with wealth, since land was wealth and the elderly parents
typically maintained possession of the family lands. Like serfs, sons worked on the land
for their undisputed heads of the family until they themselves were married for some
fifteen to twenty- live years. Samual Dexter writes, "The honor we owe to our parents and
ancestors obligeth us to attend to that spirit of family government and authority which our
fathers had; they ruled their houses well, and had their households in good subjection;
children and servants knew their places and kept their distance." ( Dexter, 1738) These
conditions presented the ideal, however, its associated counter currents prevailed.
For instance, in return for their honer, the elderly were expected to behave with "becoming
gravity" according to Mather. "Levity in words, and much more in actions, is unsuitable
and ashame to them, considering their age, and it stains their glory." (Mather, 1677) In
addition to levity, sexuality was considered most inappropriate of the old. Continuing
Mather's philosophy of the aged, William Bridge writes, " When the leaves are off the
trees, we see the bird's nests in the trees and the bushes. Now in our old age our leaves
are off, then therefore we may see these nests of sin, and lusts in our hearts and lives, which
we saw not before, and so be sensible and repent of them." (Bridge, 1679) The Puritan
traditions elevated and exalted the elderly, but also set rigid standards. Just as the dutiful
sons were to be commended and the rebellious were held contemptible, so too were the
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dignified old expected to be models to all, otherwise they were condemned. In reality,
respect did not sustain children from rebelling against their parents; the rigid standards
undeniably led to this rebellion. Further, key positions of power in both politics and law
were normally held by men in their forties and fifties, not the grey heads. Grey heads may
be wiser than green, however, the grave sober image of old age was aconstraint on social
behavior. Finally, old people were commonly despised, particularly "if they were not
supported with good estates" (Thomas, 1976),
Social history, or rather the normal everyday occurrences within our homes, churches, or
places of work, have revealed much about the attitudes towards the elderly. Since little has
been written of the elderly unless they became aproblem, historian David Fischer made
use of novel clues, such as family portraits, family trees, old dictionaries, and 200 year old
men's dress suits, in an effort to trace their social history. The conclusions are the same.
Old age was revered in the early years of North America, with aprogressive decline of the
status of the elderly throughout the nineteenth century.
Clearly, at the time of the 1800's, democracy became part of the North American way of
life and the elderly began to lose the special reverence that they had once enjoyed. For
example, prior to the 1800's, the usual family portrait had the patriarch of the family seated
above his other members. After the 1800's this pattern changed with an increase in
horizontal arrangement. Hierarchy was no longer based upon age and in fact rarely existed.
Evidence from family trees after the 1800's indicate fewer progeny received the names of
their grandfathers and fathers and fewer inheritances were received by the eldest son on
the family. Economics deemed it more profitable to sell the property than to fasten to it
generation after generation. If in fact it was inherited, family honor was replaced with
economic value particularly during hard times.
In the beginning of the 19th century, anew vocabulary of abuse developed concerning the
old. As Fishers speculated, " Words are no more unchanging than are people's attitudes,
and by tracing the changes in words and their meanings, we can trace the changes in
peoples' thinking." (Fisher, 1978). For instance, priorto the 1800's, "gaffer" was aterm
of endearment, equivalent to godfather, but during the early 19th century it became one
of contempt. Originally, " fogy" was awounded military veteran, but fogy" now carries
little respect if any. New words to describe old men had been created since the 1900's.
These include "codger", " fuddy-duddy", "old-timer" or "pop". Derogatory terms for old
women held biblical roots, such as "crone" and "hag", suggesting that veneration for old
age was more of amanly thing than womanly, surprizing since in today's realities, elderly
women outnumber elderly men, sometimes two-fold.
Interestingly, men's dress actually emphasized age as confirmed by photographs of the
colonial period. During this time, men's clothing was designed to make the shoulders
appear narrow and rounded, the waist and hips broadened and the spine bent. Typically,
in our courts, men wore and still continue to wear powdered wigs, basking in the glory of
artificially white hair of wisdom. Conversely, our present dress standards have us wear
clothes that make us look as young as possible. This in combination with advertising
schemes concerned with hair coloring, removal of age spots, and vanishing of wrinkles,
generally cultivate asociety concentrated upon youth.
The flight to the suburbs in the 20th century has also done its harm to the position of elderly
in society. Driving became necessary for transport which replaced walking, amovement
for which the majority of the population are able to perform. Telephone conversations
have replaced visiting conversations creating more autonomy and isolation among friends,
neighbors and family. In these age segregated, class segregated communities of suburbia,
it is difficult for old people to live away from amenities which typically they were able to
walk to in plior times. Inevitably, "the poor ones are stacked away" in institutions and the
more affluent "move into golden ghettos or go to Florida", but they too are segregated and
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lonely (Mead, 1978). A study performed by Swedish professor, Rikard Kuller, suggests
that to live in an area rich in cultural and historic symbols, may in itself be considered as
constituting an enriching experience which reacts on other sectors of one's life. (Kuller,
1980). Findings of his pilot study concerning the aged indicated that: elderly living in the
suburb reported agreater willingness to move from their area into inner towns or cities;
elderly in the suburbs feel much more isolated and participate in few social and recreational
activities; and inner city locations provide opportunities for more kinds of activities and
social contacts. (Kuller, 1980). The suburban utopia regrettably parallels the way North
Americans treat their older and younger generations. Our treatment of both reflects the
value we place on independence and autonomy. Either as aresult of economics or
psychological need, the two parent working family is today's reality, leaving Children to
daycare and grandparents to themselves. There is little interdependence.

Cultural Policies
Most older individuals will suffer discrimination because of their age and in many cases,
this is areflection of the foremenlioned literature and societal developments and resulting
ageisms. In other cases, these same social practices and attitudes have been incorporated
into cultural policies with the most influential relative to social situations being mandatory
retirement and, relative to physical aspects, being health care and housing programs.
Society has chosen mandatory retirement from the workforce and has thus removed the
elderly from the mainstream of life. To this extent, they become relatively disadvantaged
in the later years and additionally lose significant bases of their earlier social integration.
For instance, the fact that so many elderly individuals, prior to the age of mandatory
retirement, despite uniformity in their intelligence, abilities and skills, are found in the
"retired" role, is no accident. It is the inevitable result of our life long socialization
designed to prepare elderly for this role.
"If we insist that there is agroup of people which, on afixed calendar basis,
becomes unintelligent, asexual, unemployable and crazy, the people so designated will be under pressure to be unintelligent, asexual, unemployable and crazy.
The fact that many if not most older people obstinately fall to be as we describe
them is besides the point. As they are well known to be unemployable; we place
mandatory retirement and early retirement and don't let them work; as they are
known to be asexual, and it is embarrassing if they are not, we can herd them into
institutions which deny them elementary privacy; as they are known to be liable
to go crazy, symptoms due to infection or over-medication or simple exasperation
with society which demeans the older citizen are interpreted as senility."
(Comfort, 1986)
Undeniably, mandatory retirement guarantees jobs for the next generation and reduces the
economic costs associated with continued employment of individuals in senior positions.
What is forgotten, however, is the inequality that it represents. The "
Report of the
Parliamentary Committee on Equality Rights" (1985) has this to say.
"Mandatory retirement is aclassic example of the denial of equality on improper
grounds. It involves the arbitrary treatment of individuals simply because they are
members of an identifiable group. Mandatory retirement does not allow for
consideration of individual characteristics, even though those caught by the rule
are likely to display awide variety of the capabilities relevant to employment, it
is an easy way of being selective that is based, in whole or in part, on stereotypical
assumptions about the performance of older workers."
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Interestingly, there is nothing magical about the age of 65 nor is there anything in our
biology that marks this as our entrance point into old age. In actuality, the Social Security
Administration of Germany in 1881 incorporated this age into its old age pension act, the
first of all modern old age pensions. The age of 65 is based upon Chancellor, Otto Leopold
von Bismark's, and the rest of many other European leaders and aristocrats, alarm of the
spread of Marxism to the rest of Europe at the close of the nineteenth century. In translation
of his own words; "Whoever has apension for his old age is more content and easier to
manage than one who has no such prospect". ( Fisher, 1978) The answer, therefore,
assumed apension guaranteed by the government. At this time in history, it was deemed
most economically feasible for the government to set the age sufficiently high that most
people could not reach it. The statisticians of the era assured Bismark that few people lived
to be over sixty-five. Ironically, if the same requirement was to be employed today,
retirement would occur at the age of 90. The age of 65, therefore, is an age adopted by
North Americans and is retained by society as tradition.
The outcome of mandatory retirement, in addition to the consequences incurred by the
retired, is that it is the middle-aged who have the burdens imposed by both ends of the
lifecycle, the young and the old. To this end, middle life has been labelled the period of
gravity because of its manifold responsibilities. To be rid of these responsibilities, it is not
surprising that members of the middle age group reinforce their beliefs in ageisms, avoid
marriages, and further choose to not conceive children. The consequence of such action
reduces future support to themselves and society relative to healthcare, pension plans and
retirement funds. Alternatively, couples who choose to have children usually become the
two working person families, placing the care of both their parents and children in the
hands of others. This results in an increased demand to society relative to day care and
health care programs.
Canada, although exemplary internationally for its health care program, is currently
undergoing an economic crisis, and as aconsequence, an uncertainty about health care
availability has surfaced. Universal health care has not meant universal health,
particularly for the poor, the elderly and northern residents of Canada, which raises a
number of concerns and criticisms about the system.
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One of the most striking features of Canada's health care system is its focus on the medical
model of health and illness. This includes afocus on physician centered services and
institutional care; drug administration rather than prevention; the biomedical or scientific
model of illness; and afocus on cure and acute care, rather than chronic illness and coping
(Chappell, 1988). Without an exhaustive explanation of each of these priorities, but also
not an explanation that is too simplistic relative to the complexities of this issue, the results
to health care are increased costs, based upon increased supply of physicians, increased
demands for institutional care, yet an overall decrease in funding to afford the system. In
relation to aging, it has been argued that the medical profession promotes and also reflects
the belief that elderly are in need of health services which are primarily equated with
medical services (Chappell, 1988). It is no wonder that the aged feel dependent relative
to their health care needs. The statistics of 50 percent of the total health care expenditures
from 1970 to 1979 going to hospital and nursing homes emphasizes this dependency
(Statistics Canada, 1983). It is because society continues to accept the medical model,
particularly for the aged.
To overcome its crisis, it is suggested that Canada's health care system be reorganized and
restructured, encompassing abroader definition of health care. In creating an alternative
to the present health care system, its universality and equal access should not be
compromised, nor the medical model denied. However, according to Chappell ( 1986),
health care policies, particularly for the aged, should include agreater emphasis on health
education, preventive measure, environmental health, health promotion, individual patient autonomy, the inclusion of the, informal network in the care of elderly people, and
social and community services. These measures, to be successful, should not only be
incorporated in health care policies, but also in housing policies which create the
environments that support them.
Although not seen as instrumental in acountry's cultural policies, housing policies have
served apivotal role in the achievement of national social goals of developed western
nations, of which the elderly are significant users of public assistance. In aresearch project
conducted by Satya Brink in 1987 for the Swedish Institute for Building Research, a
comparative analysis of how effective housing policies are developed in times of
economic restraint was conducted between Canada and Sweden. The mdst consequential
distinction between the two countries, relative to the elderly, is represented in the
following Swedish parliamentary decision of 1985 which states three goals for households
with special needs:
1.

"Every household has the right to ahome where one's integrity and autonomy
are secure.

2.

Everyone that needs support and help in daily life or health care or other types
of care has the right to receive such care in the home.

I.

Everyone, regardless of the need for support, help or care, has the right to a
dwelling of good space, amenity and accessibility standard, in an environment which enables active participation in society."
(Brink, 1987)

During an interview with Satya Brink, she had stated that primarily Sweden, but also
Denmark and Norway, are established as international precedents for quality elderly
housing and care because of the rights of an individual to dwell according to personal
choice, regardless of circumstance (Brink, 1990). The success of the Swedish and further
Scandinavian housing programs are the result of their incorporation of these fundamental
rights as the basis in their housing policies. By comparison, policy problems relative to
housing the elderly in Canada include: limiting the definition of dwelling based on
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quantitative objectives; inaccurate assessment criteria associated with means testing to
establish housing eligibility requirements; asegregation between housing and service
provisions; acts defining what services can be provided for within what types of
environments; an unnecessary preoccupation with determining the best solution rather
than providing avariety of appropriate solutions; the conflict between the public good and
the good of the individual; evaluation research contributing little to the results desired to
be achieved; major emphasis for spending reductions rather than spending individualization; and little transfer of valuable ideas and experience between cultural contexts (Brink,
1987). The following statement, although directed to health care policy restructuring, can
also be applied to the restructuring of current housing policies: " A reorganized and
restructured system is necessary, if we are to have asystem which ensures individual
dignity, autonomy and freedom of choice" (Chappell, 1988)
The primarily negative position that society has placed upon the elderly has several
consequences. Many in
not only the elderly, prolong their youth through
materialistic endeavors and put from their minds the thoughts of aging. Advertisers, well
aware of societj' scling to youthful self images, promote the "anti-age creams" and "grey
away" campaigns again reinforcing ageisms. Relative to retirement, aproblem of old age
is not that they have too much past, as Simone de Beauvoir had explained, but rather it is
not enough future and often ajoyless present that is acause of the negative physiological
and psychological consequences ( Beauvoir, 1972). In many instances they lose their
independence, confront severe role ambiguity in later life, struggle to preserve.self-esteem
and dignity, and grow ill. The following diagram clearly presents the cycle of induced
incompetence as aresult of ageisms, cultural values and loss.
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Social breakdown in old age: A vicious cycle of induced incompetence. (Quinn and Hughston, 1984)

Seeking solutions to these consequences, many elderly approach the health care system for
cures or alternatively seek housing developments that contain the facilities for the cures:
Both approaches facilitate elderly individuals' dependency upon society and inevitably
their isolation from society. In the following section, issues of biological aging are
discussed, which further dispel untruths of societal ageisms.
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Senescence: Biological Aging
An American gerontologist, amember of that profession dedicated to alleviating all
maladies of old people except the passage of time, once introduced asimulation of
agedness. The message claimed: "Put cotton in your ears and pebbles in your shoes, pull
on rubber gloves. Smear Vaseline over your glasses, and there you have it: instant aging."
•
Old is the first discovery of grey hair; multiplying pill bottles on the bathroom shelf; the
slowing of movement; senior discounts applied towards bus fares and movie tickets and
being retired by mandate.. Hardly surprizing in view of previous discussions, that the year
of retirement, 65, defines our threshold into old age. Each of these awarenesses, perhaps
jolts, occur very privately, yet they happen to everyone else: We all will grow old, and
at exactly the same speed.
The population of most countries is aging. The proportion of people aged 65 and over in
the majority of western industrialized nations will continue to grow until the first third of
the next century. In 1980 for example, the developed world had 11.1 percent of its
population over the age of 65 while the developing or third world nations had only four
percent. Independent of these nations' cultural bias as to what age is old, much of the
differences can be attributed to each country's standard of living and health care and the
corresponding accessibility to it.
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The Canadian demographic table reveals that aging favors women. The preponderance of
women in older populations is due to women's longer life expectancy for which the reasons
are not entirely clear. Some aspects, however, are known. Women have benefltted more
than men from public health systems and medical advances of the past half century. Part
of this inequity concerns the unwillingness of men to attend to personal medical issues.
Historically, women have also been exposed less to environmental risks such as industrial
accidents, workplace pollution, smoking and drinking to excess (McDaniel, 1986).
Independent of these environmental factors, evidence from controlled studies of monks
and nuns, who have almost identical lifestyles and similar work, suggest that there may be
abiological advantage to being female. As the age variable increase, so too does the ratio
of women to men. In the 1981 Canadian Census, for example, there were 124 women for
every 100 men aged 65-79. Among those 80 years and over, there were 185 women for
every 100 men. By the year 2000, the comparable figures are expected to be 210 and 134
respectively, aratio approaching two to one. Consequently, the characteristic sample of
our aging selves, now and in the future, is composed to alarger extent, of single women
and widows. Apart from the demographic differences, biological aging is the same for
both sexes. Sadly however, many elderly and adults, both male and female, are not aware
nor are told of the normal biological aging decreases that they have experienced or will
experience as chronological time passes.
A person's biological age is the individual's present position with respect to their potential
life span and additionally can indicate aperson's status relative to others of the same
chronological age. People are often described by their physical age on acomparative
dimension, such as 'She looks younger than her a' ' He looks so old now' rejecting
the acceptance that aging is inevitable to all. Very few people meditate the process of
growing old; in fact, the majority of people seek ways to aavert the aging process with
facelifts, make up, hair coloring etc. From this outward physical perspective, we continue
to place anegative value on growing older mainly because physical or biological
development in adulthood and aging is societally equated with disease and death. It must
be understood that the incidence of heart disease and cancer for example does increase with
age but it is extremely important to point out that most disease can occur with any age. We
will all encounter disease sooner or later in life and eventually, we will all encounter death.
A definition is therefore required. Normal aging "refers to time related changes that
occurred in organisms living under normal environmental conditions." (Ruyck and Hoyer,
1982) Senescence, as adevelopment of normal aging, refers to the point in life when the
degenerative processes which lead to the breakdown of the organism overtake the
regenerative process. These in turn lead to decreases in power for survival and the abilities
for adjustment to external factors. This does not however, indicate the occurence of
instant senility at the age of 50 as ageisms have suggested. There are four characteristics
that help to distinguish senescence, normal aging, from disease processes. These are:
,

1.

Senescence isa universal process occurring in all human beings. This differs,
for instance, from heart disease since not all individuals acquire it. For
example, asenescence process of the age-related decline is the effectiveness
of the immune system. This results in age-related increase in vulnerability to
diseases, viruses and infections and additionally, an increase healing time for
elderly.

2.

Senescence is agradual process which differs significantly from accident
induced deterioration, such as reduced blood flow to the brain as aresult of a
stroke.

3.

Hans Selye in 1970 has deemed senescence as the intrinsic, irreversible, and
probably genetically programmed changes that occur with age. Stress, disease
and trauma can accelerate these processes and the cominations are aptly titled
secondary aging.
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Senescence occurs at many levels throughout the organism. Aging produces
changes anatomically; biochemically, physiologically and behaviorally.
(Huyck and Hoyer, 1982).

Therefore, the normal age-related deterioration that gradually occurs in the body at many
levels is the definition of senescence. Disease may accelerate these normal aging
processes. However, the process of senescence, compounded with or without disease, will
ultimately lead to death of an individual. To briefly summarize the decreases that are
associated with aging is difficult. What follows in the next paragraphs are brief
descriptions of the physical and overt changes of aging which identify the more.salient
aspects associated with design for the elderly. An important consideration to all of the
following is that age related changes at one level interact with age related changes in other
biological levels, either higher or lower, internally or externally, yet can be accommodated
for at both personal and environmental levels.
Cognition
Cognitively, ihcreases of lipofuscan and neurofibrillary tangling contributes to shortness
of memory; delayed reaction time in thinking and reflexive behaviors; declines in short
term memory; and difficulty in learning new material. Orientation simplicity, redundancy
of perceptual cues, and practice can greatly alleviate cognitive impairments. These may
include direct or straight corridors versus alternative changes ofdirections in wayfinding,
utilizing cues directed to all of the senses sight, sound, touch, taste and memory- at one
time, and the presence of other individuals to practice memory skills.
-

Energy Levels
Muscle mass, muscle strength, cardiac output, and breathing capacity also decline with
advancing age. Lesser amount of air is expired by the lungs compounded by adecrease
in oxygen .utilization. The combination of oxygen and food from the digestive system
derive the necessary building blocks for energy. However, adecrease in oxygen along with
the decrease in food intake, so predomipate with elderly,diminishes supply of energy
reserve to maintain optimum health and mobility. Consequently alevel site, rest stops
along walking paths, availability and proximity' to food sources, and access to
information concerning proper nutrition are essential in maintaining energy levels.
Outward Bodily Changes
Cosmetically, there are changes in the appearance of the skin (wrinkling, sagging, drying
out, increased pigmentation, and so on), hair loss and greying, and facial features (the size
of the nose, ears, and eye sockets increases relative to overall face size). There are also
postural and motor changes, such as stooped posture, slowed balance and discontinuity of
movement. Many of these changes may be caused by cellular aging phenomena. At the
same time, such observable physical changes affect other, psychological, aspects of aging,
which are compounded with societal ageisms. These include feelings of self worth and
attractiveness (Rockstein and Sussman, 1979). At adetailed level, moisture in the internal
climactic environments improve the quality ofenvi ronmentfor bodily moisture. Variable
working surfaces for working area, placement levels ofswitches and outlets and handrails
provide ease oJfanctionfhr posture and motor impairments. Design for privacyas well
as opportunities for socialization are important for developing an acceptance of these
characteristics.
Vision
Two phenomena become apparent when seeing through aged eyes. First, there is an
increase susceptibility to glare associated with decreases of visual acuity, especially from
the combination of bright light sources and high reflective surfaces. Secondly, there is
increase blurring and yellowing of the lens, called cataracts, creating difficulty in
discerning perceptual contrasts. At apersonal level, corrective surgery and glasses can
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correct for these losses. At an environmental level, anumber of issues can be addressed.
For instance, highly polished floors have been amaintenance goal for public institutions
over the years; yet for the elderly, these induce dysfunctional behaviors including the
eventual avoidance offloor areas that appear dark or bright, and fi,rther the avoidance
of individuals of going out into their environment entirely. Similar door, frame and wall
colors create havoc in identifying entries in any type of building, not only to resident
entries in nursing home. Additional studies indicate that an availability of natural light
cont rolled for glare is equated to psychological well-being (
Holahan, 1982). Color in
several investigations has reported to alter mood and behavior (
l3irren, 1974) and
interestingly, elderly have reported to prefer primary colors rather than the pastel pinks
and yellows more often incorporate in color selections in senior's housing.

A face under normal and blurred conditions. Ph000japhod by A. Saizbank
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Hearing
Reductions in hearing loss have been identified as aleading cause of social and physical
withdrawal. For instance, Oyer and Oyer (1978) observed increased fatigue, irritability,
tension, depression, negativism and vulnerability as consequences of age-related hearing
losses. Hearing aids can assist the individual in this loss. Selectively reducing reverberation or echo offinishes of wall treatments, placing windows where seeing can aid hearing,
and providing for asecure environment assist the building to accommodate for these
losses. The combination of slowed reaction times, unsteady movements, poor hearing and
vision are hazardous handicaps when walking or driving in busy urban environments, and
strolling along neighborhood streets. Areas for pedestrian pathways separated from cars
can ensure safety for all individuals. Design considerations should also he made where
these two pathways cross, which could include vehicle speed bumps, reduction of trafJic
to one lane, differentiation between the materials of the two paths, and raising the level
of the pedestrian walkway slightly above the roadway.

Hearing loss

affects

approximately 30% of the older population. ( Huyck and Hoyer. 1982)

Thermal Regulation
The elderly are more likely to have lower than average body temperatures and are less
likely to develop fevers when experiencing an illness. Additionally, the extremities
experience lower thermal conductivity making hand and footwear essentials in the
wardrobe. Floor radiant heating is recommended for cold winter environments and air
cooling in warm summer seasons, as older individuals report an intolerance to temperature extremes and an inability to maintain a "comfortable body temperature. Design for
protected corridors from environmental extremes are beneficial to avoid frost bite and
pneumonia. Losses in touch and pain can deliver serious consequences to the aged
including burns, cuts, infections, particularly without medical or even social intervention.
Sharp edged surfaces should be avoided, use of automatic shut off appliance advised, and
proximity to medical services and other individuals designed for.
"

Incontinence
Urinary incontinence is generally associated with neurological dysfunction and of more
consequence is its association with decreases in self esteem. At apersonal level, measures
to control incontinence include limiting water intake, increasing salt ingestion and using
absorbable undergarments, can eliminate much of the embarrassment associate with the
problem. Undeniably, locations of washrooms, both at public and private environment
levels, are crucial. All allow for the increase in the perceived control over incontinence.
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Exercise
Not surprisingly, several investigation have indicated improved physiological functioning
in the aged as the result of moderate exercise (DeVries, 1975). Sedentary lifestyle, not age
nor time alone, is one of the main contributing factors that causes adecline in physiological
capacity. In astudy conducted by Webb, Urner and McDaniels ( 1977) which increased
the physical activity for its elderly sample, produced results of their samples' physiological systems that approached those of younger athletes. These results suggest that awell
planned and age oriented physical exercise program and facilities to accommodate such
aprogram can maintain or even regain health in aging individuals.

Exercise encour
ages social encounters and also maintains or even regains physical health. ( Huyck and Hoyer, 1982)
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Sexual Activity
Sexual activity in later life is best predicted by the individual's earlier levels of activity.
It is normal for sexual desire to persist throughout life and there is no evidence that suggests
that physiological changes in and of themselves limit sexual activity. Usually however,
sexual activity is difficult in later life in that older men are generally married and elderly
women are generally widowed. Design for privacy is the key ingredient, however, for
intimacy.

Intimacy persists throughout all ages. ( I-tuyck and Hoyer, 1982)

Death
Lastly, yet not exclusively, many anxieties persist among people concerning the time
approaching death. These include fears of: suffering and pain; loss of self control; loss
of identity; the unknown; loneliness; worry and regression. Although we may never be
able to fully accept our own death nor the deaths of our loved ones, it is necessary, at the
time of death, that emotional support be near and available, during both the periods prior
to death and the mourning that follows. In addition to the incorporation of support
services, what may be seemingly trite relative to design, is the location offiower shops
which are the cultural display of respect to the deceased and theirsurvivingfa,nilies.
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Senile Dementia
There is atendency to confuse the forementioned decreases of senescence with senile
dementia or Alzheimer's. Senescence is the normal aging process whereas senile
dementia is adisease. The symptoms associated with dementia are progressive declines
in memory, attention span, intelligence, personality and physical self care skills relative
to previously attained skills. Physiologically, dementia is associated with asignificant
build up of senile plaque in nerve cells, loss of neurons in the brain, neuroflbrillary tangling
and vascular diseases. Although these pathological changes have been associated with
normal aging, the pathological characteristics of dementia represent the extremes of the
normal aging process. Design for senile dementia is extremely specialized and as such is
not considered in the context of this thesis. However, much can be learned from case
studies of the design for Alzheimer's. For instance, simplicity of orientation and a
repetition ofperceptual cues cannot only benefit Alzheimer's patients, but us all. These
include clear organization ofpaths,for instance, anorth side of corridor is d(i9erentfrom
aright side of acorridor; differing smells associated with differing activities or rooms
such as the aroina offreshly baked breakfrom akitchen; seasonalfragrances and color
ofplants in gardens; and the use ofcolor for orientation purposes.
Our perceptions of aging and the elderly undoubtedly have maintained society's ageisms
and typically account for the denial of their authentic existence. We tend to forget that
the elderly were once also children, went through agonies and ecstasies of puberty,
worked, married, raised families, and coped with tremendous events and changes in the
world around them, particularly today's generation of elderly. Professionals who are
involved with housing solutions for the elderly, have often blinded their approaches,
basing their recommendations on economics, scientific methodologies and society's
ageisms. Most of our elderly have resided in their own homes, which contrary to current
elderly housing design practices, were not Victorian Manors, nor pastel pinks, nor were
their homes less than 50 square meters. If they had rented apartments in their lifetime, they
did not have murals of hot air balloons painted in the cabs of their elevators, nor popcorn
stands in the front entrances of their lobbies. Designers must fully understand both the
specific disabilities and relative limitations that elderly may experience. They also must
accept alevel of social responsibility by becoming familiar with the specific needs of the
intended residents for housing and users of services available to them. However, the
creation of meaningful architecture, includes for this understanding, but it is also derived
from particular inspirations of place, building and people, not borrowed images of
balloons or popcorn stands. These needs and inspirations are discussed in the following
chapter in the context of self-actualization and aging-in-place concepts.
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'Her knees lean against the front of the battered rocker,
getting their bearings, while she frowns out the window
at the garden, or squints into the poplars
to see i
fthe sparrow-hawks have returned. Slowly,
flatfootedly, like afashion doll in the department store,
she rotates, knees locked, keeping contact
with the chair. Her hands grope for,find, grip the knobs at the
ends ofthe wooden arms. She's not looking
at anything now, she's concentrating.
Holding her breath like an astronaut, knuckles white
around the knobs, she lets herselffall.
The chair shudders, reels backwards, hangs
for avery long instant on the coasters' rims (her eyes
are shut, head pressed back) and then begins to oscillate.
She breathes out: Another successf1411 maneuver, nothing
to be especially pleased about. She knows
not to take for granted she can get backup. Still,
the wind of her motion cools her cheeks. She continues
with the letter she's been writing: 'The earth is beginning
to thaw. / am anxious to plant some seeds.'"

Grandma Sits Down Written by Rick Kempa
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Basis
If we consider the basis of human existence as the being in time and in space, parallels can
be drawn between Martin Heidegger's "authentic existence" and Abraham Maslow's
"self-actualization". The existentialists, such as Heidegger, stress the concept of identity
and the experience of identity as a "sine qua non" of human nature. Existentialism as
defined, rests on phenomenology such that it uses personal, subjective experience as the
foundation upon which abstract knowledge is built. Additionally, existentialism deals
with the human predicament presented by the void between human aspirations and human
limitations, or rather what ahuman being is, what he would desire to be, and what he could
be. Undeniably, an individual is, therefore, both actuality and potentiality and both are
simultaneously defining characteristics of human nature.

Self-actualization
Psychologist Abraham Maslow defines the concept of self-actualization as amatter of
degree and frequency of both actuality and potentiality, rather than an all-or-none affair.
In " Toward aPsychology of Being he writes:
",

"....We may define it ( self-actualization) as an episode, or aspirit in which the
powers of the person come together in aparticularly efficient and intensely
enjoyable way, in which he is more integrated and less split, more open for
experience, more idiosyncratic, more perfectly expressive or spontaneous, or fully
functioning, more creative, more humorous, more ego-transcending, more independent of his lower needs, etc. He becomes in these episodes more truly himself,
more perfectly actualizing his potentialities, closer to the core of his Being, more
fully human."
(Maslow, 1968)
In amore empirical fashion than perhaps Heidegger would aspire, Maslow defines selfactualization within acompendium of needs. Illustrated in an hierarchical format, these
needs include physiological and environmental; social and friendship; and psychological,
ego, and status realms.

Maslows Hierarchy ot Needs. (Clult, 1990)
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Based on individuals' summaries of experience, Maslow postulates that individuals tend
to aspire to higher levels of needs in the hierarchy only after the lower needs have been
met. For instance, aperson whose most basic physiological or environmental needs have
not been met would concentrate on satisfying these, before striving to meet the higher
needs of social interaction or ego. Maslow defines these needs more specifically:
1.

Physiological needs include water, food, shelter and sex.

2.

Shelter needs, relate
safety and protection against external danger, threat,
deprivation or personal security. Other descriptions of these needs include,
stability, dependency, freedom from fear, relief from anxiety , absence of
chaos, need for structure, order, law, limits, and faith in the protector.

3.

Social needs, or the belongingness needs, comprise of wants such as the giving
and receiving of love, friendship, affection, association, and acceptance.

4.

Ego needs of two types include first, the desire for strength, achievement,
adequacy, mastery, competence, confidence in the face of the world, self
esteem, and independence. Secondly, they are the desire for reputation or
prestige, status, fame, glory, esteem for others, dominance, recognition,
attention, importance, dignity, and appreciation.

5.

Self-actualization needs comprise the need to achieve one's potential or the
need for ongoing self-development. What aman can be, he must be.

to

(Maslow, 1970)
Interestingly, if all of the needs are left unsatisfied, the individual is then dominated by
fulfilling physiological needs, leaving all other needs simply nonexistent or being pushed
to the background. Another peculiar characteristic of individuals when they are
dominated by acertain need is that their whole philosophy of the future tends to change.
For example, an extremely hungry individual would define Utopia as simply being the
place where there is plenty of food. Similarly in nursing homes, food and shelter needs
have been met, however, the behaviour of the majority of residents waiting at the front
entrance lobby, manifests their need for social and friendship fulfillment. Maslow
indicates that the thwarting of the social or belonging needs is the most commonly found
core in cases of maladjustment and more severe pathology, such as depression, suicide,
somatoform disorders, substance abuse, and psychosis.
individuals, as the wantful beings that they are, are generally motivated to achieve all
needs and the result of such achievement, according to Maslow, is wellness. Wellness is
defined as abalance between one's environment, internal and external, with one's
physical, spiritual, social, and cultural processes. Confusion arises when the terms,
wellness, health, and well-being are used. The general public and those oriented toward
the medical model use the terms interchangeably. The wellness model, however, refers
to health and well-being as two aspects in the achievement of wellness. Health is defined
holistically as an integrated method of functioning, oriented towards maximizing the
potential of which the individual is capable of functioning within the environment. Wellbeing, alternatively, is apsychological construct used synonymously with happiness or
eudaemonia and indicates apositive overall state of mind. Wellness, therefore, is astate
of being, an attitude, and an on-going process, which is more than the absence of illness.
Even during chronic illness and dying, there is an optimum level of wellness, attainable
for each individual. This attainability being the fundamental contrast to the traditional
health continuum which questions whether everyone is capable of reaching or maintaining
ahigh level of wellness.
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The traditional health continuum, or the medical model as identified in the previous
chapter, assumes that the individual is in good health or is well when there is an absence
of disease or impairment. The progression along the traditional health continuum is
initiated when an individual develops acondition and it is expected that treatment will be
sought to resolve the ailment. At this point, the individual begins the descent to
dependency, either temporarily or for an extended period, as is generally the case for the
aged. The individual becomes reliant on the care giver for wellness and the care giver in
turn fosters this dependency. With the development of areal or perceived disease or
impairment, daily activity is restricted, again fostering dependency. Should asevere
illness develop, major limitations of activity occur, leading the individual to institutionalization in ahealth care facility, and eventual death.
Absence of disease or illness
Poor health

Presence of acondition
Seeks treatment
Restr,cted Activity
Restricted major activity

Instit utibnalization

Good Health

Illness and death

Traditional Model. (Travis, 1977)

in contrast, the wellness model as described by Travis ( 1977) and also Maslow ( 1970),
places wellness within the grasp of all individuals no matter what age or illness. Wellness
begins with the individual and stimulates the desire for growth and change. This means
nurturing the physical self, expressing emotions more freely, becoming more creative with
others, and staying in touch with the environment, despite physical incapacities. This
continuum proceeds where the traditional model leaves off. Instead of a negative
trajectory for the health of the aged, focused'on deterioration, the wellness model rises and
moves in a positive direction. The division between the traditional and wellness
continuums is aneutral point where no discernible illness or weakness exists. Wellness
is not given to aperson, but rather it ii astate of being and feeling that one strives to achieve.
(Travis, 1977 and Maslow, 1970). As Maslow indicates, the role of the environment,
including physical and social constructs, is to ultimately permit or help individuals to
actualize their own potentialities, not the environment's potentialities.

Medical Model

Wellness Model

Higjy.eI wet/Ross
Seff-actualization

Growth

SignsA

Neutral poi
ntt10 h
3
No discernible
illness or weakness

SymptoMI'
Disability
Premature deatTf

Wellness model (Travis, 1977)
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Considering both the societal and biological realities of aging, the concept of selfactualization in pursuit of wellness is revelatory in that it integrates all aspects of an
individual's being. Maslow's expanded hierarchy of needs provides avaluable tool for
developing afull range of needs for seniors (Appendix II) and can be used in the design
or evaluation of various building or service solutions. It assumes that not one exclusive
fulfillment of need, such as housing, or care, elicits well-being, but rather acombination
of all needs at various intensities. For instance, the environment can be designed as
physically supportive, enabling the elderly with various limitations, the freedom of
mobility. With physiological and environmental needs fulfilled, the supportive
environment permits the freedom to fulfill higher levels of needs towards self-actualization. Continuing, proximity to various cultural amenities and to other individuals of all
ages, potentially fulfills an array of social and friendship needs. The result is asense of
belonging and association through combinations of friendships, education, employment,
physical fitness programs, etc. Combined, the results provides abasis to counteract the
negative position in which society has placed the elderly. The following sections elaborate
upon the fulfillment of various needs of the elderly through the concepts of aging-in-place
and community.
Aging- in-place
"The changes associated with age encompass health status and energy, mobility,
opportunity for companionship and financial ability to occupy or maintain
adequate housing. So deep is the need to preserve their life patterns, in spite of
these changes, that many old people struggle often too long to maintain their old
living arrangements. Is this the perversity of human nature or does it reflect the
failure of society to provide the spectrum of housing opportunities that would
make it possible for older people to better satisfy their needs at any given time?"
(Byerts, 1972)
Aging-in-place is agerontocratic concept which concentrates upon the enablement of
elderly people to live specifically in their own homes, more broadly, in their own
community. The United Kingdom's equivalent, " staying put", concerns the social policy
which has risen from aconcern with helping elderly people remain in their own homes
more satisfactorily, usually prior to the decision of institutionalized cafe. As Wheeler.
(1982) has identified aging-in-place, at one level it reflects abelief in the value of
independence; that is, older people should be encouraged to remain in their own homes
as long as possible. At another level, it is concerned with specific and tangible ways of
helping them to do so. Consequently, it is more than just advocating that the elderly remain
in their own homes. It concerns the provision of information available to the elderly and
their family on advice to retrofit homes that provide a supportive environment.
Additionally, it requires services which help elderly homeowners with repairs, improvements, modifications and adaptations to their homes which includes acoordination
between certifiable tradesmen to provide for these services and the appropriate mix of
financial assistance. ( Blackie, 1986) Relative to fraiities associated with aging, it requires
the availability of both health and daily related services nearby or delivered to the home
to accommodate for incapacities. Finally, if moving to anew home, it requires that the
house have the flexibility to accommodate an aging-in-place.
Initially the concept was an attempt to reduce operational, health and capital costs
associated with institutionalization but, more notably, it is the recognition that astrong
desire for independent living is an established pattern of life in our culture (Blackie, 1986).
Many of our elderly have maintained their own homes for the greater portion of fifty years,
to which they refuse the loss of self meaning, attachment, autonomy or status that results
from relinquishing their ownership role ( Boruk, 1984). This need for meaning, privacy
and independence is reflected in patterns of tenure and types of living arrangements.
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Canada

t

Alberta

f

Characteristics

PROVINCE
Total number of persons 65 years and over
Number of non— family persons 65 years
and over
Living with relatives
Living with non— relatives only
Living alone
Number of family persons 65 years and over

2,899,225

206,035

1,120,555
229,415

76,775
13,240

73,030
818,105

4,490
61,050

1,778,680

129,255

Typical living arrangements of elderly. (Statistics Canada. 1991)

Often however, as single concerns or concerns ocurring simultaneously, the existence of
one or more inadequacies in aelderly person's home, and one or more decreases in their
abilities, are enough to convince the aged to seek out other living arrangements. Far too
often these living arrangements are in an institutionalized setting. For instance these
housing inadequacies include cold and drafty rooms eliciting colds or more extremely,
pneumonia; insurmountable stairs leading to the second floor bedrooms and bathrooms
when mobility is limited and incontinence frequent; and general repairs necessary for the
upkeep of a home which precipitates anxiety as aresult of the recurrent cons of
construction and criminals who seek out vulnerable " little old ladies". These are
identifying only afew.
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Calgary Herald, March 22, 1987.
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A variety of federal and provincial programs exist in providing financial assistance to the
elderly in order that they remain in their own homes. These include programs for, heating
and insulation, home adaptation and rehabilitation, housing assistance for low income,
non- profitable cooperatives and tax credits, deferrals and rebates. Alberta, for instance,
promotes as one of their programs, the Alberta Pioneer Repair Program which grants up
to $2,000 every five years to make repairs, restorations, or improvements to their homes,
for people who earn less than $ 13,500 per year. Although these programs are in place,
there is little coordination between federal and provincial levels to carry out the repairs that
elderly actually need (Blackie, 1986). Furthermore, current programs are offered
according to personal income amounts but only implemented under special circumstances
that include the combination of health, safety problems and low income. As aresult, many
elderly are exempted from these benefits.
A better coordinated service is required which could include on a municipal level,
departments identifying what elderly individuals require on an on-going basis relative to
housing and care. The results of such assessments could then, be presented to both ahome
renovations and repairs department and ahealth services department, coordinating the
construction services and care required locally and the financial assistance provincially
or federally. The results would be amore tailored fit to the needs of each individual, an
elimination of the abuse to the system by individuals not approved by the programs, and
an increase in distribution of services and repairs to abroader population base.

Aging parents and their sometimes
desperate children discover Home Care
Calgary Herald, April 21, 1991.

There are anumber of distinct groups that benefit from the option of aging-in-place. They
include those elderly who have considered the number of options but choose to remain in
their own homes. Additionally, there is asecond group for whom "staying put" will be the
only available option as the shortages and costs of purpose built housing for the elderly has
increased and fewer options are available. The option benefits those who remain in their
own homes with no thoughts of changing their living arrangment but for whom the agingin-place option increases their standard of living (Blackie, 1986). Finally, although agingin-place is primarily aimed at an individual level, society gains by the reduction in need
of costly institutional facilities, as well as by the benefits that the elderly bring by
remaining in the community. In support of this option, Geist ( 1968) found that 80% of
retired individuals chose to remain in their own homes and in their community rather than
move, because of the desire to remain in familiar social settings and maintain ties with
previous social groups. The results, therefore, of aging-in-place afford the concept of selfactualization at primarily an individual level relative to personal dwelling. A connection
also is made to social levels of self-actualization , where fulfililment of needs occurs at
the level of community to which all personal dwellings belong.
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Community
Relative to Maslow's concept of self-actualization, and the concept of aging-in-place, it
becomes evident that the community emerges as the first subsystem that can potentially
meet the full range of people's physiological, psychological, and social needs (Poplin,
1979). Paralleling what Norberg-Schulz defines as the total environment, the community
is aplace of dwelling which includes private, public, and collective entities. In this milieu,
as well as the social dimensions that correspond to the built environment, the goals of selfactualization and aging-in-place have the necessary ingredients to be achieved.
Depending upon the conceptual framework, the concept of community has been defined
in anumber of ways. All definitions typically include an assemblage of people and places
as their basis, however, three different definitions reoccur. First community is often used
as asynonym, at one time or another, for healthcare facilities, prisons, religious organizations, and members of the same profession, to name only afew. Erving Goffman ( 1960)
has suggested that these kindred organizations be defined as purposeful communities,
more specifically as total institutions and new communities. Secondly, community is
often used to refer to amoral or spiritual phenomenon describing the condition in which
people enjoy meaningful fellowships with other people, as opposed to the negative
characteristics typically associated with mass society (Minar and Greer, 1969). Finally,
community in asociological perspective is used to refer to those units of social and
territorial organization, linked by some common interest (Poplin, 1979). All three
definitions inform of the relevance and potential that the community affords to the elderly.
These three definitions are briefly elaborated upon here and provide examples of
currently available hbusing for the elderly.,

Purposeful Communities: Total Institutions and New Communities
Besides the differences among total institutions and new communities, they have onething
in common: both have been established with apurpose in mind. It is for this reason that
the term purposeful community has been devised.
Institutions are significant and persistent elements in the life of aculture or society that
centers on afundamental human need, activity, or value. However, total institutions,
though having institution as their basis, seek to bring about significant change in their
residents and purposefully isolate their residents from the larger society (Goffmen, 1960).
Nursing homes and senior citizen lodges are examples of elderly housing as total
institutions. Because they share the goal of changing or maintaining individuals, Goffman
(1960) asserts that all total institutions share certain structural characteristics, three of the
more important are as follows.

•
•

First and as was mentioned, almost all total institutions purposefully isolate their residents
from the larger society. As Goffman states, the "encompassing or total character (of total
institutions) is often built right into the physical plan: locked doors, high walls," ( 1960)
and key places of nursing care which are more often used for surveillance. Thus elderly
residents of nursing homes and lodges are given "passes" that allow them to leave their
facility. Total institutions do provide their residents with the minimal necessities of life;
however, they leave little distinction between personal and public dwelling. Rooms, as the
units of personal dwelling, are often shared between individuals. Additionally, only a
door, which is more often left opened, separates private dwelling from the public dwelling
of the corridors. As they are usually contained under one roof, total institutions elicit an
interpretation of the cultural amenities of life outside of the building. For instance, in
recent nursing home renovations, pastel colored ice cream parlor images decorate dining
areas, barber shop poles occur at hair salon entrances, and balloon murals are pasted in
elevators. All perhaps try to rid these amenities of their institutionalized character but
rather, in this author's opinion, they question the dignity of individuals.
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Untitled" Photographed by Lon Burkhalter

Secondly, within all total institutions, there is abasic split between the staff and the
residents. Antagonism and hostility between the two groups are not uncommon, and
communication between the two groups often remains at a minimum. One reason for this
is that the staff have the goal of bringing about change or maintaining anumber of residents
in the institution. ' Very little personal time is therefore allocated to each individual and
daily schedules are regimented to accommodate the masses. Secondly, very often the
residents do not understand nor accept the idea that there is aneed for change in their
behavior or their daily living. As aresult, they deeply resent the staff as well as the larger
society that the staff represents.
Finally, as (Joffman maintains ( 1960), the central feature of total institutions is that they
rely on force to change or maintain the person. In nursing homes, residents may be forced
to undergo atreatment program based on their health or upon the consenting individual's
request outside of the nursing home. The treatment is "
for their owngood "even if they
would prefer not to have any treatment. Additionally, in both nursing homes and lodges,
the residents, because of their numbers, may be given little choice but to carry out certain
activities that presumably will change them for the better. Although total institutions are
designed to deal with elderly who cannot function in the larger society, and the intentions
of these elderly housing and care facilities are good, the results are asense of institutionalization. Institutionalization accustoms aperson so firmly to the care and supervised
routine, as to make them incapable of managing alife outside and more susceptible to
illness inside of the institution.
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The alternative purposeful community, new communities, are fully planned and provide
their residents, as is identified in advertising schemes which sell them, with an environment that is significantly different from, and better than, the environment in which most
individuals currently live. Congregate care centers and retirement communities are
examples of such new communities for elderly individuals.
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Moral Communities
in contrast to the characteristics of mass society, community according to Minar and Greer
(1969), rçfers to our "vague yearnings for acommonality
desire, acommunion with
those around us, an extension of the bonds of kin and friend to all those who share a
common fate with us." The following, although not acomprehensive listing, provides an
overview of this concept of community and contrasts it with its opposite, mass society, the
product of the twentieth century:
-

of

Moral Communities

Mass Societies

Identification
Members of the moral community
have adeep sense of belonging to
asignificant, meaningful group

Alienation
Members of mass society have a
deep sense of being cut off" from
meaningful group associates.

Moral Unity
Members of the moral community
have asense of pursuing common
goals and feeling aoneness with
community members.

Moral Fragmentation
Members of mass society pursue
divergent goals and feel no sense
of oneness with other members of
the mass society.

Involvement
Members of the moral community
are submerged in various groups
and have acompelling need to
participate In these groups.

Disengagement
Members of mass society have no
meaningful group membership and
feel no compulsion to participate
in the collective activities of various
groups.

Wholeness
Members of the moral community
regard each other as whole persons
who are of Intrinsic significance and
worth.

Segmentation
Members of mass society regard
each other as means to ends and
assign no Intrinsic worth or significance
to the individual.

Selected Characteristic of Moral Communities and Mass Societies. (Poplin, 1979)

Consistent with Heidegger's "authentic existence", community as amoral phenomenon
seems to involve a sense of identity and unity with one's group and a feeling of
involvement and wholeness on the part of the individual. In short, community has been
used to refer to acondition in which human beings find themselves enmeshed in atightknot web of meaningful relationships with their fellow human beings. In contrast to this
"sense of community" are the conditions that supposedly prevail in modern society.
Philosophers, sociologists, and psychologists have become increasingly concerned with
the place of the individual in mass society. From the prodigious amount of literature on
the subject, it might well be concluded, rightly or wrongly, that twentieth century people
are alienated, frustrated and alone, interestingly, these are the feelings most reported by
the elderly (Brown and Harris, 1978). According to Nisbet, modern society can offer
people the benefits of mass government, mass education, mass production and mass
communication, however it cannot offer individuals the belongingness and security that
seem to accompany asense of well-being. "The only alternative," asserts Nisbet, " to the
continued spread of alienation of the twentieth century are communities small in scale but
solid in structure". Small communities can be the beginning of social reconstruction
because "they respond at the grass roots, to fundamental human desires: living together,
working together, experiencing together, being together" (Nisbet, 1960).

The Community in Sociological Perspective
There are three major elements that enter into most sociological definitions of community.
These include ( 1) spatial dimensions or geographic area, (2) sociological variables or
social interactions, and (3) psychocultural dimensions or common ties (Hillery, 1955;
Sutton and Munson, 1976). Combining these elements, the following statement best
defines community as "consisting of persons in social interaction within ageographic area
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and having one or more additional common ties" (Hillery, 1955). As acommonality to the
moralists, this definition encompasses as its goal, the continuous search on the part of
individuals for meaning and security in an increasingly complex world. This factor is
undeniably true, particularly for the elderly.. Small towns are examples of moral
communities for elderly.
Spatial Dimension The community differs from other units of social organization in that
it has ageographical base. Above all, it represents an organizational pattern through which
persons meet their daily needs in alocal area. This is perhaps the major criterion by which
the community can be delineated from other units of social organization. Although it is
true that families, churches, schools, nursing homes, hospitals, exist within aterritorial
milieu, they are not usually thought of as units of territorial organization. Rather, they are
part of the community.. Communities are most likely to appear and continue to grow at
locations where rich social and cultural resources exist or where transportation routes
make permanent settlement appropriate.
Relative to th& elderly, who spend most of their time in their own neighborhood, the
location of amenities, and routes and types of transportation within, to, and from the
community become extremely important. For the elderly, these include defined areas for
walking and proximity to community services. An interesting study conducted by the
Philadelphia Housing Authority in 1983 defines the spatial dimension to which elderly
will travel relative to the services they provide.
Service
Grocery Store
Bus Stop
Religious institutions
Drugstore
Clinic
Hospital
Bank
Ubrary
New- Cigar Store
Restaurant
Movie House

Critical Distance
2 3blocks
1 - 2blocks
400m
3blocks
3blocks
400m
400m
3blocks t01 600m
400m
400m
1600m
-

Desired Site Proximity to Community Services. (Philadelphia Housing Authority, 1983)

For the elderly, the success of aging-in-place is based upon quality, convenience, and
proximity to services of the community and its institutions. However, locations of
proposed dwelling developments for the aged. are often selected to suit the financial
imperatives of the developer by boating on less expensive land outside of the city center,
'rather than the accommodating the needs of the elderly. Further, anumber of communities
in which the aged continue to live require vehicular transportation to traverse the long
distances associated with the various services they require. For many elderly, this is not
possible.
Sociological Variables Based on sociological variables, the community is viewed first
as asocial group and second as anetwork of interactions. The community consists of
people in interaction with other people. This implies that communities do have patterns
of social organization, including qualifications of membership, acollection of assigned
roles, and sets of norms to which individuals are expected to conform (Hiller, 1941).
Secondly, as networks of interaction, individuals not only interact with other individuals
but also this interaction occurs among the various social groups and institutions of which
the community is composed. These are not two distinct approaches, however, both are
required as Robert Maciver states:
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"Any circle of people who live together, who belong together so that they share
not this or that particular interest, but awhole set of interests wide enough and
complete enough to include their lives, is acommunity .... The mark of acommunity is that one's life may be lived wholly within it, that all one's relationships may
be found within it."
(Maciver, 193 1)
Elderly individuals are often confined by illness or mobility impairments and have
difficulty in maintaining or even gaining social interactions among community institutiohs
and community members. An important factor to their wellness, however, is to accommodate for their impairments by making the environment in which they live as accessible
as possible to achieve this interaction. In the event that there is temporary. or total
confinement, the ease of accessibility can be reversed by the delivery of these institutions
to their homes. For instance, the elderly indicate the following preferences of institutions
in their communities: Medical/Dental Clinic, Bank, Hair Salon, Church, Restaurants,
Convenience Store, Cultural Center, Public Transportation, Laundromat, Library, Greenhouse, Recreation Areas, and Pharmacy (Gordon, 1988). Interaction can still occur with
individuals of the community delivering groceries, " meals-on-wheels, or haircuts to the
elderly.
Psychocultural Variable The third element in the sociological definition of community
stresses that there are common ties or bonds among community members. According to
psychological perspectives, people gain asense of security because they identify with their
community. Additionally, advocates of the cultural perspective maintain that identification exists because community members share common values, norms and goals. Both of
these ideas are encompassed in community as Maciver and Page ( 1949) indicate that "it
is an awareness of sharing away of life as well as the common earth."
In astudy conducted by Toseland and Rosch ( 1978) assessing the predictors of community
satisfaction and identity relative to the elderly, the assessement included demographic,
community and psychosocial variables.
Demographic
Sex
Marital status
Educational level
Children at home
Attaining education objectives
Private vehicle ownership
Employment status
Income
Age
Residence Status
Type of home

Community
Convenient
Density
Satisfaction With police force
individual dwelling unit
Homogeneity of the neighborhood
Community association
Perceived community safety
Recreational facilities
Health facilities
Shopping facilities
Type of community
Bus stop within 10 minutes

Psychosocial
Ease of making friends
Number of close friends
Number of relatives In
community
Extent of contact with
neighbor
Community Integration
Level of prejudice
Health satisfaction
Religious participation
Family life satisfaction

Variables associated with community satisfaction and identity. (Toseland and Rasch, 1978)

The results of their analysis indicate that community characteristics are the best predictors
of community satisfaction and identity, followed by psychosocial variables, and subject
demographics. When measuring for life satisfaction or wellness which encompass
variables of housing, health, privacy, financial satisfaction etc., Toseland and Rosch have
found that in purposeful communities, life satisfaction is most affected by psychosocial
variables in both age homogeneous and hetergeneous communities. These findings are
interesting in that they indicate the many variations and networks of individual needs and
it is in the community where people have the possibility of choices to fulfill them.
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The commdnity, in an ideal state, is aunique form of social organization, because of its
potential to meet the full range of people's physiological, psychological and ,social needs
and therefore afford not only the elderly, but all individuals, the attainment of wellness.
Families meet some needs, as do churches, government, and schools, but none of these
institutions nor groups of people alone can simultaneously provide people with food
clothing and shelter, with amarriage partner, with asense of belonging, with intellectual
stimulation, and so on, through the seemingly endless list of human needs. The
combination of personal, public and collective entities comprising the community
however do. The following chapter summarizes the architectural challenge inherent in
designing for the elderly based on the conceptual notions developed in these chapters and
presents the precedents of bofaellesskaber and The Stride Rite Center as the solutions
providing for the multidimensional requirements of the elderly.
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Idon't mind getting older
But Idon't want to get any sicker.
Itry to please people when I'm pleasant
With people, they're pleasant with me.
Idon't mind getting older
But Idon't want to be alone.
If! can help someone, Ido it,
It doesn't pay to be mean.
Idon't mind getting older
When people include me in their lives.
-

Lone li ness* by Margaret Whittaker
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Architectural Challenge
Undeniably, elderly individuals are Beings. In the Heidegerrian sense, they are not unlike
any other individuals who desire an authentic human existence, "to presence in the full
appropriateness of their nature" (Heiddeger, 1960), and to seek an active participation in
the actualization of their being in society, particularly when their ontology is often
questioned. They desire an environment which they can orientate within, and one which
they can identify with, or rather an environment in which they experience as ameaningful
framework, accommodating the daily activities of their being.
Regrettably, the elderly are often disadvantaged by their biological and/or their social
aging to pursue their daily activities. As aresult, they frequently remove themselves or
are removed from the meaningful places of their .homes to accommodate their needs.
They, therefore, present special challenges to architecture in the design for their needs.
However, contrary to the various design solutions that currently house the elderly,
architecture should go beyond the satisfaction of their needs. Norberg-Schulz states that,
"man cannot gain afoothold through scientific understanding alone", but rather "he
requires symbols ... which represent life situations." (Norberg-Schulz, 1963). Existential
meanings are not determined by the socioeconomic conditions, which are based upon
scientific understanding. These conditions create only the space in which life can take
place (Norberg-Schulz, 1979). It is only when the question "What does the building want
to be?" as Louis Kahn asked ( 1974), does the building gain its existential meaning.
Correspondingly, everyday experience informs us that different patterns require different
environments to take place in:
"I do not accept that architecture, vernacular or monumental, is aluxury or perhaps
something which is made "to impress the populace" (Rapoport, 1969). There are
not different "kinds" of architecture, but only different situations which require
different solutions in order to satisfy man's physical and psychic needs."
(Norberg-Schulz, 1979)
Architecture, therefore, is the reflection of the spatial and temporal patterns of human
existence and provides order and meaning to daily activities, above and beyond needs.
The architectural challenge of As We All Grow Old. .. Housingfor the Blue Hour is focused
upon the creation of "
dwelling" which responds to the unique requirements of the aged
in order that they may actively participate in the self-actualization of their being in society.
The design focuses upon the creation of community, the physical form of collective, public
and private dwelling, that facilitates everyday experience for the elderly, and allows them
to remain in their homes and communities, or rather, age-in-place. It is hoped that Housing
for the Blue Hour secures insight into the concept of an active dwelling, and achoice of
dwelling for the aged, not only in its accommodation of their unique requirements, but also
in its imparting meaning to their experience.

Precedents
Architectural precedents reveal forms previously created to serve as examples or references to justify forms subsequently created of an analogous kind. It follows that these
forms are in response to different patterns of experience and therefore afford precedents
of activity or concept. Relative to As We All Grow Old. ..Housing for the Blue Hour,
precedents have been chosen to provide references for architectural form which allow for
meaningful frameworks for experience in order that the elderly fulfill their ontology, as
well as those which provide references for everyday experience that confirm their
ontology. The Danish concept of bofaellesskaber, and the Stride Rite Intergenerational
Day Care Center in Cambridge, Massachusetts provide these references.
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fiofaellesskaber
The community is the formal organization that provides individuals with ameaningful
framework which can potentially accommodate all of the daily needs of their being.
Further, it is the collective environment of other people and amenities in which individuals
are able to orientate themselves within and identify as belonging to, or rather dwell. As
Norberg-Schulz's conceptual equivalent of total environment, the community includes
places for personal, public and collective dwelling to satisfy daily needs. The expansion
of the cities, however, has created large suburban areas that are ultimately isolated from
daily experience other than private dwelling, hence the term bedroom communities. It is
not surprising that the Danes, who continually acknowledge the physical, psychological
and social impacts of the environment, originated the concept of bofaellesskaber, or living
community, to provide for their meaningful framework of dwelling.
Bofaellesskaber is not essentially anew concept, but rather it is reminiscent of communities of the pretechnological past, or Gemeinschafi, and of less industrialized regions of
today. These communities require an accountability on the part of its residents, and in
return the community provides security and asense of belonging. Therefore, both are
linked by interdependencies between individuals with other individuals, and individuals
with the buildings that afford their daily living. In Denmark, many were tired of the
isolation and impracticalities associated with suburban single family housing, and the lack
of time with fanily and friends, particularly in the reality of the two working parent
household. (Fromm, 1991) Frustrated by the housing options available, the Danes
developed bofaellesskaber, which redefined the traditional concept of community to
accommodate contemporary lifestyles.
The basis for the elements and activities associated with bofaellesskaber is illustrated in
the following schematic demonstration of contact patterns within different degrees of
collective organizations (Vestbro, 1968).

0

0 60

MM

ib
0 individual

secondary group

®

primary group

Contact patterns in dwelling with different degrees of collective organization. (Vestbro, 1968)

Isolated households (left) like those associated with suburban developments hold little
opportunity for social contact. By increasing the space for contact with neighbors, yet
maintaining individual seclusion (center), greater patterns of social contact can occur
between individuals. Ultimately, and as the theoretical, basis of bofaellesskaber (right),
the provision for each individual or family with, their own room or personal dwelling, their
choice of family and neighbor relationships, and avariety of meaningful amenities, greater
patterns of social contact occur, offering an elevated potential of experience and its
consequence, wellness. The result is housiflg which in essence avails private, public and
collective dwelling. The more salient social and physical concepts of bofaellesskaber are
summarized here and aseries of precedents are identified.
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Bofaellesskaber, or cohouring and collaborative communities, as it is identified in North
America, is unique in both its architectural form as well as in the activity of its residents
who belong to the communities. Research conducted by McCamant and Durrett ( 1988)
to anumber of Danish developments, varying in location, size, type of ownership and
goals, have identified four common characteristics:

Participatory Process:
Residents of the future community organize and participate in the planning and
design processes for the housing development, and are responsible for all final
decisions through to the end of construction. Although this process is desired for
its social bonds and pride that are established and carried into the community after
all have moved in, the process can be long and frustrating often producing a
substantial drop out rate of future residents.

lntentiônal Neighborhood Design:
The physical design is critically important in facilitating asocial atmosphere, with
its primary goal to encourage astrong sense of community and connection. This
atmosphere is enhanced by the placement of parking at the edge of the site,
allowing for the majority of the community to be dedicated to pedestrian movement internally. Along the pedestrian passages, places for informal gathering are
created with benches, tables, play areas, and locations of common facilities. The
results are acreation of safe areas particularly for children and the elderly, and are
enveloped by the private dwellings of the individuals who belong to the commu-.
nity. Parents concerned for their children can be assured that areas for play are
watched by other members of the community. Elderly, who spend much of the day
in the community, can become participatory in activities along the pathways or by
merely watching the activities that occur along them.

Extensive Common Facilities:
An integral part of the community is the design of the common areas for daily use
which supplement the private living areas. The heart of bofaellesskaber is what
is known as the common house which provides in essence an extended living area
to all residents, including kitchen facilities and eating area for common dinners,
laundry facilities, crafts, and meeting space. Most notable of the common houses
are the dinners prepared for members of the community. At first, amajority of
residents were' reluctant to commit to these dinners; however, the decision is made
entirely upon the choice of the individual. The concept of acommon house or room
is not entirely new. However, the usage associated with bofaelleskaber is quite
different from that of condominium or apartment housing. Typically, the common
or game rooms of apartment living are used on arental basis, afford asmall area
limiting the type of activity and involvement, and are often locked during the day.
Common houses by contrast are opened throughout the day and are considered a
factor of daily life. They are, therefore, usually located in areas of high traffic
volume within the community, such as near vehicular parking areas or at central
positions in the community, so that residents are continually aware of their
presence and the opportunities of their use.
Common facilities extend beyond the presence of the common house and include
additional amenities, such as day care, green houses, schools, gardens, playgrounds, workshops and commercial spaces. These facilities are shared with other
communities to afford their existence, but through shared use, offer the
connection to other communities and individuals beyond.
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Complete Resident Management:
Residents are entirely responsible for the management of the community, making,
decisions of common concern at community meetings held regularly or as deemed
necessary. The choice to attend regularly or not at all is entirely based upon the
individual's preference. The actual and perceived control of the development
fosters asense of pride and community spirit among its residents and is generally
equated with high resident satisfaction.
(McCamant and Durrett, 1988).
One of the strengths, as identified, of bofaellesskaber is the active participation of residents
from the earliest planning stages through to construction. In some cases, this participation
has lengthened the process to six years of arduous planning and design, not including
construction. Based on interviews conducted with Pout I{edegaard ( 1990) of Denmark's
Senior Tjenesen, formerly En.soinme Gamles Vaern (EGV), aservice company associated
with elderly housing, nursing and administration, and Britt Olofsdotter ( 1990) of
Byggforskningsradet, the Swedish Council for Building Research, there is areduction,
and in many cases an elimination, of active resident participation during the design process
of community development for the aged. This is adirect result of the impracticalities of
economics associated with financing such alength of design time; the immediacy of
housing requirements for the aged; the continual " turn-over" of elderly ownership and
tenancy; and the wealth of knowledge of the elderly already gained through resident
participation; and continuous research conducted through post occupancy evaluations.
Sweden's concept of bofaellesskaber, "
koilektivhus" represent examples that have
virtually eliminated this aspect from its design process.
Generally, the average accommodation of abofaellesskaber ranges from as few as two
families to eighty and are located primarily where land area exists for the potential
development of the full community amenities. If large areas of land are not available, the
communities are located within reasonable distances to commute to work, school, and
other amenities.
The building forms of the communities have generally been of one, two or three storey
attached dwellings along pedestrian streets or courtyards. More recent developments
responding to harsh northern climactic conditions, create interior pedestrian streets
covered by glass.

b

C

Organization typos: a. pedestrian street, b. courtyard,
(glass covered street). (MoCamant and Durrett, 1988)
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Other developments include high rise buildings as well as rehabilitated factories and
schools. Clustered or low rise housing have had many advantages over detached housing
or high rise developments. Attached dwellings utilize land, energy, and materials more
economically than detached, creating denser developments affording mass transit and
additional amenities. Relative to elderly, who prefer to be more of the ground, high rise
developments have generally not been successful as it has been found to create feelings
of isolation in individuals. A local example of this preference is ahousing development
in Edmonton, Alberta for homeless elderly. Operation Friendship, designed by Barry
Johns in 1984, is a three storey development located in an inner city community.
Interestingly, tenants of the development wait for available suites on the first and second
levels, leaving the remaining storey above relatively empty (LaRocque, Reininger,
Holmgrenand Murphy, 1988).
Considerable attention is paid to the transitions between private, public, and collective
realms in the community in order that there is an ease of residents' movement from one
area to another, but with the respect to which each of these areas require. There is an
incorporation of ahierarchy of spaces from the most private, the sanctity of the bedroom,
to the most public, the openness of the community spaces. Between each of these spaces
are areas of transition. Each transition, from private dwelling to semi-private terraces, to
semi-public passageways, to community facilities, supports the community life and the
relationships among the individuals (Gehl, 1987). Accordingly, poorly design transition
spaces deny the links that afford the opportunities to develop relationships that allow
groups of private dwellings to become a community. Further, the omission of transitions
spaces make the appropriate use of space ambiguous and thereby inhibits peoples'
activities. (McCamant and Durrett, 1988).. These thresholds can be as subtle as achange
in ground cover, location of vegetation, or placement of furniture.
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Hierarchy of and transitions between spaces from private to public. (McCamant and Durrett, 1988)

The life created by bofaellesskaber offers adwelling alternative for the elderly and differs
from purposeful communities. For instance, purposeful cdmmunities are organized
around an ideological belief and often depend upon external leadership outside of the
community for its direction. Retirement Communities, Nursing Homes, and Continuing
Care Communities, afford alife centered upon retirement, nursing, or care, rather than a
'dailyness' of living. Bofaellesskaber, however, is based upon democratic principles,
espousing the desire for ameaningful, practical, social home environment, like that
associated with traditional communities. Purposeful communities, or the concepts that
they are based upon, such as nursing care, can, however, become apart of the community
and are accepted as an aspect of the daily living.
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Snior Housing by C.
F. Moller: Clustered housing Is preferred when attempting to create asocial environment. (McCamant
and Durrett, 1986)

Bofaellesskaber parallels Norberg-Schulz's concept of dwelling in that it asserts as its
basis, home, the place of private dwelling, is more than aroof over one's head or afinancial
investment. It provides asense of security, privacy, and comfort. Further the environment
surrounding homes, the community, or rather, public and collective dwelling, affects
individual's confidence, relationships, fulfillment of needs, and well-being. As evidenced
by the feelings and experience of those who live in the communities as well as observations
of different developments, the concept of bofaellesskaber has created both functional and
meaningful environments for dwelling for all individuals including the elderly.
The following are Danish examples of communities that have been based on the concept
of bofaellesskaber, and have a
significant number of elderly individuals as their residents.
They include: Fuglsangpark in the town of Farum, Savvaerket in Jystrup, and Solbjerg
Have in Frederiksberg.

Fuglsangpark, Farum
Designed in response to an invitational competition by architect, Tegnestuen Vandkunsten,
Fuglsangpark contains 185 houses, in combination with, 4common houses, acommunity
green, primary school, day care, and various public facilities. The principle element
underlying the community's organization, as repeated in anumber of Vandkunsten works,
is amain path of movement. In Fuglsangpark, finger like projections of private dwellings
touch it, affording secondary pedestrian corridors Between the lines of private dwelling
are semi-public courts, which are reminiscences of the larger common green with which
they Combine. Paralleling the main path are aseries of garden plots, abasin for water run
off, and the community's school and day care center.
As aresult of the planning process, eleven different dwellings types were arrived upon,
consisting of one, two, and two and one half storey units. Of the 185 dwellings, 131 are
public housing and the remaining 54 are cooperative based, which utilize avariety of
financing mechanisms and ownership structures: privately owned condominiums, limited
equity cooperatives, rentals owned by nonprofit organizations, and acombination of
private ownership and non-profit owned rental units. The dwellings range from 61 to 110
square meters and typically consist of two to five rooms. The side to which the dwellings
face the pedestrian street, initiates the order of each dwelling from public to private, or
rather kitchen, living to bedrooms correspondingly.
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Pedestrian corridor: Fuglsangpark, Farum. Photographed by Author
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Site and Landscaping Plan: Fuglsangpark, Farum.

(Kjeldsen,

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1988)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Plans and Section of a2storey dwelling: Fuglsangpark, Farum. (Kjeldsen, 1988)
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Main path
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Garden plots
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Public housing
Cooperative housing
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Community of dormers and sheds: Fuglsangpark, Farum. (IIefdsen, 1988)

Use of materials: Stucco, black preservative treated wood, and corrugated fibre conrete: Fuglsangpark, Farum.

(
Kjeldsen, 1988)
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The first impression upon arrival at Fuglsangpark, translated " Birdsong park" is asense
of connection and familiarity. The community becomes an expression of its place, with
the architect's utilization of reinterpretations of surrounding physical structures and
natural context, and his use of materials and color. Private dwellings of the "Blue Town"
as it has been locally called, rise against the blue sky as acollection of gable and shed roofs.
The roofs then nestle to the ground, with their walls of blue stucco and black preservative
treated wood, surrounded by the green grassed area of its rural landscape. The interplay
of roofs, materials, building heights, and color create acollection of characters, as
multitudinous as the residents who live there. Additionally, to contrast the identity of the
school and daycare, the stucco has been painted red and green, creating alandmark
orienting all who visit Fuglsangpark.
Each use of material and color is continuous
throughout the development, identifying the connections of the buildings to their larger
community.
Residents of Fuglsangpark enjoy the activity and the security, as part of their community
life. Children have areas within which to play, explore, and learn with other children in
the large common greens and the school of the community. Parents are assisted in raising
their children, by having protected play areas for their children, and by other parents and
community members watching their children. The elderly maintain their independence
within their own dwelling but also have the security that other community members will
care for them. Common dinners relieve them of preparing meals every evening and their
children and grandchildren can stay in the community's guest rooms when they visit. They
are part of the larger community comprising of children and adults of all ages and have the
choice of their involvement by participating in activities organized in the community,
watching children, preparing meals, or by merely watching the events. The community,
therefore, offers aplace for all of its residents.

Savvaerket, Jystrup
Savvaerket, by comparison to Fuglsangpark, is amuch smaller community having 21
private dwellings, one common house, workshop, and craft/sewing room. However, what
makes this community so unique, is its glass covered walking street, which connects all
of the private dwellings, amenities and residents. Designed again by Tegnestuen
Vandkunsten, Savvaerket, the Justrup "Sawmill" responds to the concerns that residents
had relative to socialization decreasing during long cold winters and inclement weather,
and further the reduction in the use of the common facilities during these times. The glass
street, therefore, becomes an extension of the private living spaces, serving as an area for
coats and boots, aplay area, agathering place, and aprotected means of circulation.
The community is organized with the convergence of two perpendicular glass covered
streets. At its elbow, is the ideal location for its three storey common house, which is
separated from the non-heated street. The large hall has ameeting area with afireplace
at its ground level, and stairs lead to its kitchen, dining and library facilities at the upper
levels. Along each of its arms are the private dwellings which consist of two storey units
to the north and east sides of the covered street, and one storey units to the south and west.
Private decks extending over the street, and ground level patios provide every house with
asunny, private, outdoor area. The organization of each unit has been based upon the
public to private hierarchy. From the internal street, residents enter into the kitchen/dining
areas, to living rooms located off of gardens. Sleeping areas of the one storey units are
set back from the public areas and in the two story units, are located on the second level.
In addition to possessing much of the same community benefits as those of Fuglsangpark,
residents of Sàvvaerk enjoy the life afforded by the glass covered street. Children are able
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First Floor Plan:
1. Covered Street
2. Sandbox
3. Common House
4. Storage
5. Supplementary Unit
6. Laundry
7. Workshop
8. Craft and Sewing Room
9. Private Dwelling Unit

Al
N

Main Floor Plan: Saweerket, Jystrup. (McCamant and Durrett, 198)

sleeping loft
private deck
Covered Street

living
dining

kitchen

living room

Typical section through covered street and units: Sawaerket, Jystrup. (MeCamarit and Durrett, 1988)
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to play year round, protected from rain, wind or snow; adults use the streets to socialize;
and the elderly have enjoyed the protection , socialization, and sense of belonging, that
the street offers.

Along the covered street: Savvaerkett, Jystrup. (McCarrlant and Durrett, 1988)

Solbjerg Have, Frederiksberg
The architects of Solbjerg Have, Faellestegnestuan A/S, have played adecisive role in
Danish social housing introducing in 1965, the concept of low-rise yet high density
housing with their Albertslund Syd project. As an infill project on aprevious gas plant site,
the goal of the Solbjerg Have was to create acommunity with an urban character.
The organization of the community is based upon acentral court embraced by two, three,
four, and six storey housing blocks. The six storey " north wall" is the community's
protective element, shielding its central court from winds and the train line from the north.
A rich imagery is created by the dwelling units that face the court, by the architect's
employment of stepping terraces, undulation of projection and window elements; and the
use of building materials and color. The large interior court contains anumber of public
amenities surrounded by its landscaped gardens, seating areas, and walking paths. The
public amenities include alter school-clubs, kindergarten, day nursery, seniors' center and
nursing facility, and aproposed shopping center. All are supported by the members of the
Solbjerg Have, as well as residents outside of the community.
Solbjerg Have consists of atotal of 484 private dwellings, with 178 specifically assigned
as senior citizen flats, located at the ground level of the community court. There are atotal
of 48 types of units, ranging from one to six rooms and in one and two storey configurations. Most dwellings have access to asmall garden at grade level or on the roofs of other
units, providing residents an area of their own to build personal forms of enclosure and
planting.
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Axonometric: Solberg Have, Frederiksberg. ( Kjaldsen, 1988)

View within the communitys court: Solberg Have, Frederiksberg. (Photographed by Author)

The elderly have particularly benefited in this community. Not only are they able to
maintain their identity within acommunity of all ages, they are also completely accessible
to services offered in the center court or having these services brought to their own private
dwelling. The location of the "close to the ground" dwellings, allow the elderly to be a
part of all of the activities of the common court. Their presence in the "full appropriateness
of their nature", including their need for nursing care, is an accepted daily activity of the
community.
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The Stride Rite Intergenerational Day Care Center
Arnold Hiatt, chairman of the Stride Rite Corporation, the company that produces the
sensible leather shoes for children and maker of Keds and Sperry Topsiders, has involved
himself in anumber of causes that are so far ahead of their time, that few people catch on
at first. More than two decades ago, it was on-site child care at places of employment and
more recently, small stipends for Harvard graduates who work with the underprivileged
around the world. In February of 1990, Hiatt introduced another first-of-its-kind corporate
on-site program, the Stride Rite Intergenerational Day Care Center, offering acapacity for
55 children and 24 elders, at their head offices in Cambridge, Massachusett.
The Stride Rite Intergenerational Day Care Center is revolutionary as it recognizes the
needs of the middle aged, more often than not, the two parent working family; their
children who inevitably require the fulfillment of their needs during the day and after
school hours; but also, their parents which anumber of statistics have indicated, it is the
middle aged who have the responsibility of the care of their elderly parents. For instance,
40 percent of the American work force currently tend to both young children and aging
parents. In the Stride Rite Corporation in Cambridge a10ne, 25 percent of the employees
currently take care of an elderly relative, and an additional 13 percent are expected to join
that group within the next five years (Hetzer, 1990). In the same decade, single women
of childbearing age entering the work force are expected to top 80 percent, and these are
the individuals typically responsible for children and elderly relatives.
Current
"solutions" offered by other corporations include, the payment of 10 and 30 percent of its
employees elder-care costs, and phone services to talk to acounsellor who will help
employees decide upon the best kind of care for an older relative. As Hiatt reports, "
but
nobody, repeat nobody, is actually minding grandma and grandpa" nor affording the
possibilities between elderly and children.
Hiatt had recognized that, "children didn't have extended families anymore, and that many
retired people, who still had something to contribute, were idle" (Mehren, 1990).
Remembering his own warm relationship with his grandparents, Hiatt wondered how he
could bring the two age groups together and quotes that "1didn't want to do anything
except replicate what families had been doing from time immemorial" (Hetzer, 1990). He
took no action until he read astory in the Wall Street Journal, about afamily in New York
city, shuttling between one day day care center for their child and another for their elderly
mother. To Hiatt, "it just made sense" to encompass these services together. It was not
to do something for the elderly and children in totally separate involvements, but rather he
desired that these two groups complement each other. Further, to benefit the area
surrounding the Corporation, the center is not only opened to elderly and children of the
Stride Rite Corporation, but also to members of the entire community. Employees of
Stride Ride pay anywhere from $20 to $ 130 per week for child care, depending on their
income, and $85 per week for elderly care. Except for low-income families who receive
state aid, community members outside of Stride Rite, pay basically what it costs the
Corporation to provide the care: $ 170 per week for toddlers, $ 150 for apreschooler, and
$140 for seniors.
The colorful and airy fourth floor center occupies 8,500 square feet and is organized
around acentral core containing its administrative offices, kitchen and common area for
eating and organized intergenerational activities. Recognizing the special needs of both
the elderly and children, architect Katherine McGuinness, working closely with Stride
Rite's program development director, Karen Leibold, have designed two separate "wings".
In the elderly section, there are three separate areas to accommodate quiet and noisy
activities; for the children, there are four classrooms for different ages. According to
McGuinness, there is enough privacy and separation that asenior can read anovel in peace
at one end, while at the other, six, four-year-olds can engage in vociferous game of tag or
hide-and-seek. In the common area, smells of cookies baking, elderly telling children
stories, and children telling stories to the elderly, all create ahomelike atmosphere enjoyed
by all.
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What is most important are the day programs offered. Elders, who come to the center, spend
their days filled with their choice of activities; either socializing with each other; taking
accompanied strolls in the neighborhood; regular exercise programs; or spending time with
children in anumber of activities which include reading, baking, and painting. Elderly
participants, who have specific health requirements, receive professional support and care,
yet retain as much independence as possible. The Intergenerational Center is staffed by
professionals from both the elderly and child care fields. Two thirds of the elderly and
children daily nutritional requirements are provided for with breakfast, lunch and an
afternoon snack, and meals are tailored to fit specified dietary needs. Coordinators for the
elder program have been trained in areas such as gerontology, rehabilitation, social service
and recreational therapy, and are skilled ih working with elderly who may experience
confusion, anxiety, depression, and other difficulties. Undeniably, the center offers
opportunities for elderly who seek companionship or need some assistance and supervision
and who are unsafe or withdrawn when home alone all day, benefitting significantly from
the socialization and care offered at the center. Most importantly, the Center provides a
symbolic link, connecting children to "grandparents" and "grandparents" to children.
The response to the Center has been favourable, howevef, closely watched by individuals
who want to see how the Center will work. Opening day in February of 1990, for instance,
repeated the event of Stride Rites day care opening, with only seven elderly participants
arriving. The successes of the day care programs are now being witnessed, and relative to
the elder program, the attendance numbers are continually increasing. The comments of the
Center are best illustrated by the following passages given by children, parents of children,
children of parents, and the elders who participate.
"My son, who is five, calls the elders in the center, " the olderlies," which is
something he made up. I've never heard anyone else call them that. He enjoys
projects with "the olderlies." Iknow he feels very special about them. He's very
quiet, and they may not know who he is, but he knows all of them. He knows their
last names. They read stories together. They cook together. They made pizzelles
one time. They make crafts together. Last Friday, we had amagician in the center,
and the children and the elders were dancing around together and singing and
clapping hands. It was really very tbuching to see.
The only other older people he has much contact with are his grandparents, who we
see every other week, and Isee him interacting with them much more easily now.
Idon't know if he was frightened of older people before or not. But it seems as
though this has made his relationship with older people alot more open."
(Daughter of an Elderly Participant)

"My grandmother is in the center, my father's mother, She's seventy-three years old,
widowed for thirteen years, and living alone for the last three years. She's too
healthy and active to be in anursing home, yet too proud to move in with another
family member. She's very independent. So we found aretirement home for her,
with avariety of levels of care, but over the past year, she was becoming depressed
as some of her friends' health deteriorated. Ididn't like going over to visit her after
awhile, because the conversation just focused on health.
Since she's started coming in with me she's had much more exciting things to talk
about and she looks forward to it. This is ahealthier group of people. They talk about
current events. They go for walks in Boston, daily walking trips, to museums or
plays. This provides her with stimulation for agood chunk of her day. And the
children do wonderful things for the elders. Since she moved into the retirement
home, she hadn't done any cooking. They didn't have the facilities, and the residents
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weren't allowed to cook. Well, that was her passion before. And here she can cook,
and she has an appreciative audience. Ibrought in her pizzelle iron, like awaffle
iron one day, for making the old Italian cookies that she used to make all the time.
And she and the other elders rehashed the old recipe and got 'the children involved
sprinkling powdered sugar on the cookies when they were finished. It was just a
wonderful feeling for me to see her doing what she used to love to do.
Ithink this has revived her. The center has given life back to her. She feels like
coming here, waking every morning to go, and giving while she is here. She's
helping the children tie shoelaces. She's working with the children when they have
an art project. My grandmother isn't able to read abook to them, but the other
elders do that. She just enjoys what goes on there."
(Daughter of An Elderly Participant)

"Mothr was unhappy staying at home; she used to live avery active life. My
father is the primary caregiver and he needed time for himself. The Intergenerational
Center has been tremendous, Mother is very happy with the activities and her
walks. Dad and 1are comfortable knowing she's getting the professional attention
and fulfillment she needs."
(Son of an Elderly Participant)
"1 love the kids, and Ilove being around them. Idon't care what they do. Ithink
its good for the children to have us here too. It shows them that they are wanted
and loved. It gives them alit bit of security, sort of. Age doesn't count. It's how
you feel in your heart. Itell my friends, 'Why don't you get up out of bed and get
over there'."
(Elderly Participant of the Center)

The combination of the concepts of bofaellesskaber and the Stride Rite Intergenerational
Center potentially provide the necessary ingredients for an integrated aging-in-place for
elderly of acommunity. In the following chapter, the summary of the design of As We All
Grow Old. .. Housing for the Blue Hour is presented based on the culmination of these
precedents and the information contained within previous chapters.
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'l don't mind getting older
1accept it as Ido the moon and the sun and the
universe
Isurround myself with young people.
Igive parties and go to parties
Idon'tfeel decrepit.
It's there.
What you can't change, accept
What can you do about it? Nothing.
1just don't think about age.
All youth isn't beauty
Look at the little fellow going to school with his
books.
He has his worry and problems.
It's all in the mind.
And you think about it, what can you do?
Ithink about the good times and th happy days,
lowe life, it doesn't owe me athing.
-

Written by Helen Lesser
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As We All Grow Old. .. Housing for the Blue Hour is the culmination of many ideas and
philosophies, yet it has as its basis, the primary notion that an elderly individual is a
"Being". Similar to individuals of any age, the elderly too desire ameaningful daily life
that presents anumber of opportunities to fulfill their needs. However, it is either by
society or by their aging realities, that they are limited in their existence. It is not intended
that Housing for the Blue Hour be the ultimate solution to eliminate society's ageisms,
relieve all maladies associated with the biology of aging, nor provide the place of dwelling
for the elderly. It is abeginning to pursue dwelling for the elderly, based not only upon
their functional needs, but also upon the essence of these individuals, the experiences they
desire, and the meaning of the places in which they dwell. The project's architectural
forms have been derived from this beginning to create ameaningful framework that
supports the elderly and their existence, so that they may age-in-place.

Place: The Community ofInglewood
"A conimunity's soul lies in history and from its soul comes direction."
(McDougal, 1975)
The south east community of Inglewood in Calgary, Alberta has been chosen for the
location of Housing for the Blue Hour. As an historic community for many early
Calgarians, it offers aplace of "dwelling" which, on anumber of levels, provides a
meaningful and supportive framework for elderly individuals.
The city of Calgary was founded in 1875 at the crossing of the Bow and Elbow Rivers,
under the direction of inspector Brisbois of the former Northwest Mounted Police.
Directly east of the Elbow, the first Calgarians found their place of settlement, on the lands
•
now collectively called the community of Inglewood. Waiting for the Canadian Pacific
Railway to divide its land claims and locate its main train station, many of these pioneers
remained in tents in Inglewood for the decision to be made. To them, the choice would
undeniably be on the land where present day 12th Avenue S.E. exists. Surprisingly, the
decision was made for the station to be located west of the Elbow, near the present location
of the Palliser Hotel, and resulted in eager squatters rafting across the river to capture the
land sales and divisions. Many, however, returned to those who remained in Inglewood,
to set up their permanent dwellings as first generation Calgarians. From this era in history,
anumber of reminiscences endure including the James Walker House on New Street, the
senior citizens' apartment building dedicated to the historical "Rhubarb Patch", and the
physical organization of Inglewood derived from the 1912 Mawson Plan.
To locate Housing for the Blue Hour in Inglewood is metaphorically ahomecoming for
a number of elderly Calgarians, providing alayer of meaning to their dwelling. As Aldo
van Eyck has identified of the existential nature of architecture and his reference to
architecture as "
built homecoming the following passages bear meaning of this homecoming to Inglewood:
",

"What we need is to be at home wherever we are. As long as home is perpetually
somewhere else, there will be no question of real participation. Architecture need
do no more than assist man's ' homecoming.' Since Ilike to identify architecture
with whatever it can effect in human terms, Ilike to think of it as the constructed
counterform of perpetual homecoming".
-

'Places remembered and places anticipated dovetail in the temporal span of the
present. They constitute areal perspective of space."
(van Eyck, 1963)
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As asupportive framework, the variety of opportunities that an inner city community such
as Inglewood and its surrounding area provides, fulfills anumber of needs of the elderly.
The community consists of both light industrial, commercial, and residential elements, and
is primarily accessed by 9th Avenue S.E. South of 9th Avenue, acombination of light
industrial and manufacturing plants are located along the Canadian Pacific Railway lines
as is the Inglewood National Market. These facilities have offered and continue to offer
places of employment for anumber of community members. Trinity United Church and
Edith Pink Senior Citizen Residence are located on 13th Street and St. Andrew
Presbyterian Church on 12th Street. Along the 9th Avenue passage are anumber of
commercial destinations, including atheater, restaurants, and places of shopping. With
current upgrade programs, the experience of 9th Avenue will recall the character that it
held during the time of its origins (Planning and Building Department, 1990). Located
along 8th Avenue are St. Vincent Liem Catholic Church, Church of St. John the
Evangelist, the Rhubarb Patch House, lawn bowling greens, and access to the Inglewood
Bird Sanctuary. Embracing the north and west edges of Inglewood are the Bow and Elbow
Rivers, offering walking and cycling paths to the city center and Pearce Estates Historical
Park, as well as prime locations for fishing along their banks. Across the Bow River are,
the Calgary Zoo, connections to the light rail transit system, The Calgary General Hospital,
and anumber of established elderly communities. Directly west of the Elbow River, are
Calgary's city center, and its place of origin, Fort Calgary. Finally, the community of
Inglewood has been aging. Based upon Calgary's 1991 Census, Inglewood's total
population comprises 2,546 individuals, 348 are 65 years and older representing 14
percent of this total, as well as the number of individuals who hold kinship to aging realities
in the community. Presently, there is aneed within the community for the accommodation
of 45 elderly community members (Inglewood Housing Corporation, 1991).
The community of Inglewood is, therefore, both symbolic and supportive to. the establishment of Housing for the Blue Hour. The essence of its location celebrates and honors early
Calgarians who now are elderly or have passed away. Additionally, the choke of location
respects the elderly and the actualization of their existence, by its potential to fulfill their
needs at physiological, psychological, and social levels, so that they may age-in-place.
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The Site: West Inglewood
The site chosen within Inglewood is located in the westportion of the community on
relatively vacant land. The thajor portion of its area is owned by the City of Calgary and
is occupied by the Bow River Pathway. In addition to this use, asmall portion of the site
is occupied as residential property. The site is bounded to the north by New Street and the
Bow River; the West by New Street and City Park Reserve; the south by 8th Avenue S.E.;
and the east by 15th Street and the site of the new Inglewood Village development.
Additionally, the level land of the community is apositive aspect particularly for the
elderly who experience mobility difficulties. In consideration of its existing and future
residential developments, amenities in the surrounding area, and its natural context, the
site is central to this portion of Inglewood, affording accessible connections to and from
the new completive community of The Blue Hour.
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The Path

Connections: The Path
Undeniably, the selection of the site in the community of Inglewood for the opportunities
it affords to the elderly is in itself, asubstantive basis. Perhaps the most constitutive reason
however, for the choice of this particular site, is the path left of the railway easement which
is occupied by the Bow River Pathway. In 1912, the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway
acquired this right-of-way along the Bow River, which passes through the community of
Inglewood, and at one time crossed the Elbow at its confluence with the Bow, and
terminated on the old site of Fort Calgary. The rail company was short-lived but the line
remained under the Canadian National Railway's direction, as it was an advantageous
connection to the industrial area, however, adisruptive division to the community. With
the closure of the Conforce Industrial Site, the lines have been removed leaving its
easement as amemory to the community. Housing for the Blue Hour then serves as a
contextual connection between the separated settlements within the community and a
symbolic connection between the elderly and other individuals in the area. Further, the
path becomes the primary organizational element connecting places of collective, public
and personal dwelling.
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Connections: The Grid and Center
As indelible as the railway easement is to the community, so is the presence of the city grid,
the device used by man to organize and make tangible his settlement patterns. Relative
to the site, decisions were made in the 1912 Mawson plan to resolve the land divisions
and natural elements within and surrounding its area. At the most basic level, each block
of land has been divided into aseries of grids, creating parcels for land ownership
perpendicular to the street. More complex, however, is the resolution of the convergence
of St. Monica Avenue which eminates the pattern of the Bow River; 14th and 14A Street,
which are both organized upon the north/south axis of the city grid; and the railway
easement cutting the site at afive degree angle to the west/east axis. Mawson developed
acelebrational center at this convergence, upon which today agazebo and tot lot stand.
Housing for the Blue Hour maintains both this center and associated grid, as secondary
organizational elements. The center provides asymbolic focus to the community, and the
grid maintains the underlying basis which blends The Blue Hour within the existing
community.

Substance: The Community Program
Housing for the Blue Hour is the creation of atotal environment, or community, that
assists the aged in the fulfillment of their authentic human existence and further their
wellness. It affords ameaningful framework of collective, public, and private dwelling
in order that elderly may age-in-place. Further it provides the potential to reconcile
disparate societal ageisms by integrating elderly back into the community so that all can
experience their presence, their contributions, and their involvement, particularly
through their associations with children.
The places and associated activities of the community program that fulfill the above
objectives are based upon Norberg-Schulz's concept of dwelling, Heidegger's definition
of authentic human existence, elderly amenities identifed through Maslow's concept of
self-actualization and the precedents of bofaellesskaber and the Stride Rite Intergenerational
Day Care Center. All are essential in the fulfillment of self-actualization and their
culmination is represented in the following diagram:
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By placing the elderly as " Beings" in the center of community, they are afforded a
meaningful daily existence through the satisfaction of their needs at anumber of levels.
The needs as identified by Maslow's concept of self-actualization, are fulfilled at private,
public, and collective dwelling levels, and most importantly, the elderly are allowed the
freedom of choice among each level. Private dwellings meet the needs physiologically
and environmentally as well as the needs for privacy and self-actualization. Programmatically, this results the inclusion of achoice of residential units ranging from retrofitting
existing homes to the design of new residences, all of which provide flexible environments
that accommodate for the disabilities that elderly may experience by virture of the aging
process. Public dwelling assists private dwelling by the provision of amenities and
services located in close proximity to residences and satisfies additional environmental
and physiological needs as well as social and friendship opportunities. Within the
program these needs are satisfied through the Intergenerational Day Care Centre and
Library, the social and building elements of bofaellesskaber, and public amenities such
as protected walkways and paths, community gardens, shops, restaurants, security and
medical care. By gathering people and amenities through collective dwelling, social and
friendship needs are additionally met as well as the confirmation of psychological and ego
needs. The culmination of theory and precedents generating the program creates the
supportive community and fulfills the concept of self-actualization in order that elderly
can remain in their communities; remain in their homes, and age-in-place.

Prior to the finalization of the program, acomprehesive inventory was taken within the
community of Inglewood, to determine public amenities already existing in the area
(Appendix I). By comparing the contents of this inventory to the amenities desired by
elderly in their community (Appendix II), the results yield the identification of those
amenities absent in Inglewood, but potentially valuable to the elderly and subsequently
to all members of the community. Those amenities already present, but not easily
accessible by walking from the site, are also included in the program. The combination
of the resultant amenities and the remaining places of collective, public and private
dwelling create the community program of Housing for the Blue Hour. In the section
that follows, places of activity are identified and are elaborated upon by describing their
meaning and associated spaces contained within them. Appendix III contains the
community program which summarizes the following and their respective areas and
drawings of the conceptual design of Housing for the Blue Hour are contained in Appendix
IV focusing upon the design of the Intergenerational Center and row housing.
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Place of Gathering: Community activities
Places of Harmony: Place for dialogue, sharing common values
Places of Amenity: Places for the exchange of products, ideas and sentiments
Places of Connection: Interface between public to public, and public to private
Place of Private Dwelling: Permanent residences
Place of Temporary Dwelling: Short term residences

Place of Gathering
The Season's Square
The Season's Square is the primary collective element and the symbol of community
gathering in Ho using for the Blue Hour. Its central position affords its accessibility to and
from anumber of destinations along pathways which converge upon it. Throughout the
year, the square becomes the place for anumber of activities. In the spring, summer, and
fall, an amphitheater can be created in its basin, where literary creations of the community
and beyond come alive. When filled with water, it becomes awading pool or similarly
apond in which boats can be gracefully pushed or operated. Additionally, on weekends,
the square can become an open market, selling wears and produce to the community and
surrounding areas. During the winter, frozen water of the summer pool becomes the ice
to be skated upon and seating around the rink is afforded by benches, ramps, and stairs.
Beyond the organized activities, the square is the place for play, relaxing, watching others,
and walking. The landscaping of the square enriches the seasonal quality, with meaningful
selections of vegetation. Nanking cherry trees, for instance, afford the pink fragrant
blossoms of the spring, the lush green leaves as shaded backdrops to the summer, the
orange leaves of the autumn celebrate the time of harvest, and the branches of the winter,
permit the trees to be decorated for winter festivities.
As the central position in the community, The Season's Square not only gathers members
of the community by virtue of its own activities, but also through the activities associated
with the buildings surrounding it.

Places of Harmony
The intergenerationlAl Center
The Intergenerational Center is the essence of Housing for the Blue Hour, as it is the
symbolic connection of all generations in the community. In addition to offering cultural
programs specifically designed for elderly and children and for all age groups in between,
it also serves as the core for community, and administrative functions. Its position at the
Square occurs at the convergence of St. Monica Avenue, 14th Street S.E and the railway
easement, and creates avisual connection to the community from these means of access.
Additionally, its central position in the community affords aconvenient location for its
programs particularly for the elderly of The Blue Hour, and the elderly and children
present within the existing community and future community of Inglewood Village.
Spaces within the Center support community involvement at anumber of levels. These
include:
Cultural Hall and associated stage for live productions, meetings, age oriented
exercise programs and community events such as dances, festivals, and weddings.
Learning Rooms for day care and nightly community education programs.
Audio/Visual Center accommodates the various needs of the Cultural Hall and
Learning Rooms as well as outdoor performances and activities.
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Galleries provide for anarrative display of the products of Intergenerational
Center and community activities. Provisions along one Gallery are made to
open onto the Square by way of doors and louvres, affording indoor/outdoor
play areas, kiosks for weekend markets, and a protected walkway during rainy
weather.
The Kitchen accommodates the various needs of the Cultural Hall and Learning
Room activities, such as provision for meals and snacks of day care during the
week, and community activities during the evenings and on the weekends.
Additionally, as aplace of learning, provisions are made for cooking classes.
TheWorkshop provides the necessary space and equipment to perform
community construction and repairs and functions as aclassroom to teach skills'
associated with the workshop.
Administrative Offices provide the necessary places for the organization and
management of the activities of the Intergenerational Day Care Center, and of
the community, it also affords administration space for the management of
elderly housing within the community.
Service Spaces, such as washrooms and wheelchair/stroller storage, have been
located throughout the Center providing easy access to them both. Mechanical
Spaces are provided away from active community involvement but are centrally
located for easily organized distribution networks.
The Common House
The Common House is to private dwellings as the Intergenerational Center is to the
community. It is the extension and the heart of the private residences providing the place
for elderly to prepare and share meals, discuss their daily operations amongst themselves,
hold dances, prepare family dinners, play with grandchildren, relax, and plan for the future
activities. The common houses are centrally located within the context of private
dwellings, affording both visual and phyical access. Spaces within its area include
kitchen, washrooms, seating and dining area, and mechanical room for public services.

Places of Amenity
The Library
The Library is the place of offering collected knowledge. The spine of the building houses
the collections of books for all ages and opens its contents to the Season's Square,
providing asmaller area in which to enjoy books privately, as well as alarger area for group
readings. The Library, as well as all places of amenity, offer positions for volunteer work,
and employment to all members of the community, but primarily the elderly. Its position
on the Square permits direct vehicular access from the north, bus acccess from the south
and pedestrian access from all connections to the community.
,

The Market Lane
The choice of location for the Market Lane on the Season's Square serves as apublic
interface to all members of the community, offering amenities and services required on
adaily basis. These services include: DrycleanerlLaundromat, Hair Salon, Bank,
Newspaper Kiosk, and Food Market and are owned by independent businesses. Provisions
are made by the various businesses to deliver their services to the homes of elderly and
other individuals throughout the community should it be requested.
Additionally, a
Travel Bureau is located for the provision of dispelling information for journeys within the
community and city, as well as those beyond. Protection in the community is afforded with
the presence of a community police service within the Lane, as well as individuals residing
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above the businesses. The location of the Lane as part of the Square becomes the link
affording vehicular access along the Square's edge, creating places for community bus
and vehicular drop-off.
Centerfor Weliness
One of the primary concerns that elderly individuals express is their desire .to be in close
proximity. to medical services within their community. The Center for Wellness,
maintains daily medical and dental services as well as a24-hour provision for emergency
calls. Additional offices are provided for visiting professionals concerning physical
therapy, podiatry, nutrition, and counselling services. As part of the Center for Wellness
is its Drug Dispensary, for prescriptions as well as over-the-counter'
medications. Services
afforded by the Center and Drug Dispensary offer daily administration of medication for
those individuals requiring them. Its location affords both direct vehicular and pedestrian
access, as well as aprotected access for residents of The Blue Hour.
Good Earth Cafe and Switch House Pub
The Good Earth Cafe and the Switch House Pub offer a range of food and beverages as
well as the social environments afforded by either offering. The Good Earth Cafe,
patterned after its original on 11th Street and 15th Avenue S.W. in Calgary, offers achoice
of nutritional meals, beverages and desserts throughout the day. As an integral part of the
community's center, outdoor dining is offered under aprotective canopy to enjoy events
of the Season's Square. Provision for the sale of hot drinks to skaters in the winter and
cool beverages and ice cream to passerbys in the hot summer months add to the enjoyment
of the activities associated with the Square and pathway systems. The Cafe offers
provisions for meal delivery programs to members of the community should it be
requested. The Switch House Pubis aneighborhood pub, offering both alcoholic and nonalcoholic beverages, it is aplace for people to play darts, to talk, or to venture uj the stairs
and observe the activities of the Square and Grand Trunk Path from its second or third
levels.
The Garden Gate, Pathway Rental House, Fisher House and Fisher Pier
The Garden Gate and Pathway Rental House are places of entry into Housing for the Blue
and the Fisher Houseand Fisher Pier provides alink connecting the community to the Bow
River. The four places offer avariety of recreational amenities.
The Garden Gate is the place to purchase bedding out plants in the spring, tools during the
growing seasons, Christmas Trees in the winter, and cut flowers throughout the year. In
addition to the sale of these items, the Garden Gate is Inglewood's greenhouse, providing
for the supply and maintenance of the community gardens.
To travel within and beyond the community, the Pathway Rental House offers the sale or
rental of bicycles or tricyles as alternative modes of transportation along the paths.
Similarly, the Fisher House, located in front of the Fishing Pier, has available for the sale
of fishing bait and gear. Fishing gear is also available on arental basis.

Places of Connection
The Grand Trunk Pathway, Path of the Fisher and Path of the Faithful
An important element in the provision of safety for pedestrians of all ages is the clear
definition between pedestrian and vehicular circulation. Much of the activity within The
Blue Hour is afforded by the pedestrian movement along walking paths, already established by the present Bow Valley Pathway system. Renamed within the development as
the Grand Trunk Path, it is the primary organizational element connecting the Season's
Square to the amenities surrounding it; the private dwellings and associated gardens along
its routes; the entrance buildings at opposite ends; and connections to the communities
beyond.
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Converging at the Season's Square and the Grand Trunk Path are the Path of the Fisher,,
leading from its fountain at the Square to the Bow River by way of its water element of the
Trough, and the Path of the Faithful, atree lined pathway leading to the churches along 8th
Avenue and shopping beyond.
The pathways are designed for clear separations between walking and cycling and utilize
colored concrete and stamped patterns to provide for this differentiation. Patterns
stamped in concrete afford adifferent tactile perception while walking or wheeling upon
its surface. All of the pathways are shaded by deciduous trees from the sun in the summer,
which allow the warmth of the sun in the winter, and are well lit in the evening by lights
along their routes. Pathways directly exposed to north winds are protected by coniferous
trees. Careful attention is paid to the heights and surrounding areas of the trees to avoid
places of hiding within, around or under them, which elderly have defined as asecurity
issue in the neighboring community of Riverbend (Carewest, 1992). Along the routes of
the pathways are anumber of benches for rest areas, conversations, or merely places to
watch the activities of the passersby.
Covered Street
One of the most common complaints of the elderly concern the cold winters and hot
summers limiting their outdoor activities, as well as their travelling to various destinations.
This is relative to their increased susceptibility
colds, and flues, both common
occurences during the winter and alternatively heat stroke in the hot summer months. It
is also because of physical conditions such as icy sidewalks, exposed areas to wind, snow
and rain.

to

The solution is the incorporation of the covered street affording aprotected area of
circulation. As an extension of private dwelling, the street offers anumber of opportunities
such as visiting neighbors, daily exercise, growing indoor gardens, or watching activities
along the passage or outside in the common gardens. Heat losses and heat gains within the
street are accommodated through passive systems and are supplemented by central
systems during extreme weather conditions.
The Community Gardens
One of the more notable aspects of Inglewood are the large areas of greenspace it
possesses, including the tree lined boulevards and inner community and river edge parks.
Just as the paths of The Blue Hour are reminiscent of the tree lined boulevards, the
Community Gardens are reminiscent of the grèenspace specifically in the way that gardens.
were once planted perpendicular to the rail lilies during former times. As transition spaces
between the public route of the Grand Trunk Path and the semi-public route of the Covered
Street, the Gardens provide grassed areas for putting greens, croquet courts, and childrens'
play areas; paved areas for outdoor parties; and raised planters for individual garden plots
of residents in the community.

Place of Private Dwelling
House for One, Bachelor Hall, House of Two Siblings and Spousal Suite
Based on current dwelling patterns of elderly Calgarians, four unit types have been
derived. These include the House of One, Bachelor Hall, House of Two Siblings, and
Spousal Suite and are patterned after single living women, single living men, group living
and married couples respectively. It is not intended that these ascribe tenancy or ownership
labels for potential residents, but rather that it offers alternative choices for dwelling.
Each of the units have as their common elements, adining area and porch fronting the
covered or outdoor path, laundry facilities, storage, kitchen, living room, bathroom, entry
hall, provisions for fireplace, emergency call systems, and outdoor decks facing the
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vehicular street. All units have been designed for wheelchair accessibility, with additional
provisions for future placement of handrails. Designed as individual units, they can stand
alone as inflil dwellings or be combined as attached dwelling units. The choice of materials
both internally and externally are low maintenance, with the selection of colors made by
each resident.
A variety of financing mechanisms and ownership structures are available to potential
residents and include privately owned condominiums, limited-equity cooperatives, rentals owned by nonprofit organizations, and acombination of private ownership, non-profit
rental units.
The focus of the House for One is upon the kitchen, where anumber of elderly individuals
spend agreater portion of their time socializing or preparing meals. From this centre, all
remaining elements of the dwelling are orgapized.
The Bachelor Hall has been patterned after individuals who are notably great observers
of activities. The main focus of their dwelling therefore becomes the hail from which to
watch the daily activities of the covered street, and the long outdoor deck to look upon the
activities of the community gardens.
The House of Two Siblings represents the group living arrangement of two individuals.
As such, the unit is amultiplication of the House of One, with the provisions of private
bathrooms for both residents, as well as enlarged storage space.
The Spousal Suite, as the name suggests, represents the living patterns of related
individuals allowing for the sharing of elements in the dwelling. Its two storey plan reflects
the desire held by many elderly of the type of living it affords: Public elements on the first
level, and private on the second. Decks are provided facing both the community gardens
and the vehicular street offering various arrangements for the enjoyment of the outdoors.
Stairs are designed to be slow (low risers, long treads) and provide aseating area and book
niche for temporary resting, both compensating for mobility difficulties, but still encouraging the exercise that the stairs provide. Wheelchair access between the first and second
levels is made possible with th provision for afuture lift.
Existing Dwellings
Part of the integrative aspect of The Blue Hour is the connections to the community that
it affords through the amenities that it offers. Therefore, elderly individuals and
individuals of all ages, and their associated dwellings existing in the community, are
afforded the same opportunities as those of The Blue Hour. Houses in the community can
be retrofitted to afford an aging-in-place, through information and coordination services
supplied at the administration offices of the Center. Additionally, connections to
emergency call systems can be installed within dwellings of individuals who request its
placement, and delivery of various services to individual dwellings offer alevel of support
to their aging-in-place.

Place of Temporary Dwelling
Supplemental Units
For elderly, who perhaps have friends, family, or temporary nurse care, yet do not have the
room to accommodate them, the Supplemental Units provide guest rooms on site, rather
than having these individuals stay in hotels. Shared on arental basis by the community,
these units are simple in plan consisting of asleeping area, kitchenette and bathroom,
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Determinants of Form
As We all Grow Old. ..Hou.sing for the Blue Hour is adwelling alternative which provides
ameaningful community environment for elderly individuals that supports their daily
activities at private, public, and collective realms, in order that they may age-in-place. Its
forms are therefore derived from the Inglewood Context, the Collection of Individuals and
Activities, and an Architecture of Connection.

Inglewood Context
The most notable impression of Inglewood is undeniably its neighborhood quality created
by its assemblage of single family houses. The symbol of private dwelling in Inglewood
is represented by either afreestanding or attached dwelling facing the street to which they
have been addressed, agarage generally associated with an alley behind the premises, and
typically afenceor hedge surrounding the property. In essence, for each individual
resident, the house is their symbol of ownership, independence, territoriality and privacy,
and belongs to alarger collection of other houses creating their community.
The forms of the houses are small, varied but simple and all unquestionably carry anumber
of similar elements. The most predominate is the gabled roof as the symbol of home, the
place which provides safety, security and protection to those that dwell inside. Two
directions to which the gable roof approach the street are its ridgelines oriented perpendicular to the street or running parallel to it, each lending adifferent character to each
streetscape. Further, the common element identifying the transition between outside to
inside of each house is the porch. Typically, the porch is either created by the projection
of asecond storey over the front entrance area, asingle storey enclosure attached to the
front of the house, or simply aroof projecting above the entrance door. Notably, anumber
of porches have been enclosed with glass creating an extension to their homes and
providing aprotected area to converse with neighbors, greet guests, or watch anumber
of activities associated with the public street. The windows of each dwelling follow
similar orders expressing the internal activity. Bedrooms, typically the most private
spaces of private dwelling are identified by one window type and in profile are set into the
walls which they are contained. Living spaces alternatively are represented by collections
of the same window type opening to the street or as in the case of bay windows, project
towards the streets. Service spaces such as bathrooms are expressed by smaller windows.
Finally, the majority of the houses have been built with wood frame construction on poured
concrete or concrete block foundations. The walls are typically clad with wood shakes,
wood and metal siding, or stucco; roofing materials include asphalt shingles, wood
shingles or metal sheathing.
Similarly, buildings of the public and collective dwelling generally follow the order
established in private dwelling, particularly if three stories or less. They carry gabled
roofs, wood construction and the variety of cladding and roofing materials as identified of
Inglewood housing. The exception to these forms and materials occurs along 9th Avenue
S.E., churches and anumber of buildings three stories and higher. Many of these buildings
are concrete or steel structures carrying flat roofs, and are clad with primarily brick or
sandstone. The forms and characters identify the buildings that belong to 9th Avenue and
unique buildings, such as churches, lending their special identity in the community.
As places of private, public and collective dwelling in Inglewood, Housing for the Blue
Hour derives its forms as contextual responses to the existing forms in the community.
This response blends the new development with the old, creating its sense of belonging to
the community.
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Inglewood Context. Photographed by Author

Collection ofIndividuals and Activities
Undeniably, there is not one common description that can identify the range of personalities and characteristics that elderly represent. Similarly, there is not only one activity to
which they are involved on adaily basis. Each individual is unique as is each activity.
The image of acollection of individuals and activities, therefore, is not one single building
form but rather an assemblage of contextual forms of varying heights, sizes, colors, and
materials.
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Architecture of Connection
Kahn had stated the following of his description of an architecture of connection:
"You can learn even from the sense of connection, that there is an architecture of
connection, whether it be an avenue which is in sympathy with the rhythm of trees,
or the place of stopping where the sound of water is heard, or the establishment of
an order of squares so that you can feel that there are centers around which things
can generate.
The connection of the institutions of man (home, learning, wellness) are asense
of belonging, asense of wanting to contribute, asense of being inspired by the very
giving of that which you don't have in the making of acity."
(Kahn, 1968)
Housing for the Blue Hour derives its architecture of connection, its sense of belonging
to place, from forms existing in the community. In addition to the contextual response of
building forms, the Path created by the railway easement unites the buildings of private,
public and collective dwelling along its length and extends beyond The Blue Hour,
establishing its connection to the surrounding community. The covered street is the
reflection of the Path, providing aprotected means of connection that responds to the
functional needs of the elderly and the climate of the area. The result enables the immediate
environment and the services which they provide more accessible to the elderly, accommodating their aging- in-place within the community. Finally, the predominate form
generating device in Inglewood, that of the orthogonal city grid, presents the next layer
of connection to the community. The gridded building form of The Blue Hour along
existing paths and streets responds to the ideas integral to the physical origins of Inglewood
settlement and form. Its orthogonality represents something ordered and rational,
particularly relevant to elderly individuals who require aclear orientation within the
environment. The results blend the private, public and collective dwellings of The Blue
Hour into the community reinforcing its belonging to Inglewood. Similarly, the
conceptual use of "
grid inside grid", reduces each gridded network to amore basic unit,
for instance, City of Calgary to Inglewood, to dwelling, and to room, establishing the
layering of this organizational principle.
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"Beginnings are lacquer red
fired hard in the kiln
of hot hope;
Middles, copper yellow
in sunshine,
sometimes oxidize green
with tears; but
Endings are always indigo
before we step
on the other shore."

"Life'
sRainbow" Written by Sheila Banani
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What began as asearch for an understanding of aging and an alternative meaning to
housing elderly individuals, has become aculmination of anumber of ideas in the
architectural expression, As We All Grow Old. .. Housing for the Blue Hour.
The design of the Blue Hour reveals aprocess beginning with the basis that elderly are
individuals who desire an authentic existence, and further desire ameaningful environment that supports their daily living and fulfills avariety of their needs. The results enable
the elderly to remain in their own homes, in their own community, or rather, age-in-place,
and achieves what Maslow has defined as wellness. The project, through an understanding
of aconcept of dwelling and further through the investigations of anumber of established
precedents, recognizes that this meaningful environment occurs at the level of community
where the potential exists to accommodate physiological, psychological and social needs.
Further, the meaningful environment comes not only from its functional needy alone, but
also the essence of individuals, places, and activities to which it belongs.
This project seeks to provide insight for future dwelling alternatives for the aged, which
emphasize an active dwelling, and achoice of dwelling in order that elderly can remain
as meaningful members in society.
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The following is asummary of the amenities located in the community of West Inglewood,
surveyed in August of 1991.
Restaurants
Dean House
Burger House
Henri's Gallery Restaurant
Atlantic Plaza
Dragon Pearl
Fire Hall Restaurant
Markets
Breadshop
Inglewood Grocery
9th Avenue Flea Market
National Market
Churches
St. Vincent Liem Catholic Church
The Church of St. John the Evangelist
Trinity United Church
St. Andrew Presbyterian Church
Senior Citizens' Housing
Edith Pink Senior Citizens' Residences
The Rhubarb Patch House
Automotive
Expert Autobody
Turbo
Atlantic Auto Sales
Roma Autobody
Tokyo Imports Auto
Dino Gas
Sand B Autobody
Master Auto Glass
Jim's Motor Repair
Pepper's Racing
Banks
Inglewood Credit Union
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce
Services
Alexandria Center
Sherra Lee Hair Salon
Salvation Army Drop Center
9th Avenue Drugstore
Recreational
The Calgary Zoo
Bow River Pathway
Inglewood Community Pool
Inglewood Lawn Bowling
9th Avenue Theater
Pearce Estates
Fish Hatchery
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Miscellaneous
Antique Stores
AA Painting.
Kanga Construction
Wildrose Furniture Manufacturing Ltd.
Kenrosa Developments
South Alberta Appliance
Wireless Music
Perfect Fit
Molson's Plant
Taylor Signs
New Street Group
Book Shop
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Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs provides avaluable tool for developing afull range of needs
for seniors. The range of needs can be simplified and regrouped under the following four
categories:
Physiological (including food and physical well-being)
Psychological (status and self-actualization needs)
Social (recreation, family and friends)
Environmental (shelter and safely needs)
A number of surveys based upon Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs, generated the following
range of activities and services desired by elderly:
General Services
Meals
Activities Director
House Cleaning
House Maintenance
Flat Linens Supplied and Laundered
Guest Accommodations
Kitchen Appliances
Personal Laundry Facilities
Prescribed Diet
Transportation
Storage
Telephone Service
Meal Delivery
Utilities
Health Related Services
Community Physician
Dental Care
Emergency Call System
Home Health Care
Occupational Therapy
Optician
Physical Therapy
Podiatry
Prescription Drugs
Recreational Therapy
Referred Specialists
Social Services
Therapy for Psychiatric Disorders
Amenities
Bank
Barber Shop
Beauty Salon
Cable TV
Chapel
Coffee Shop
Craft Area
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Dining.Facilities
Exercise Program
Financial Aid Availability
Fireplaces
Garden Plots
Greenhouse
Hiking/Walking Trails
Library
Pharmacy
Private Dining Room
Resident Association
Security Gate System
Store/Gift Shop
Swimming Pool
Woodworking Shop
Personal Care Services
Walking
Bathing, Shaving, Brushing Teeth, Combing Hair
Dressing
Bating
Getting in and Out of Bed
Laundry
Cleaning Room
Managing Money
Shopping
Using Public Transportation
Writing Letters
Making Telephone Calls
Obtaining Appointments
Self-administration of Medication
Recreational and Leisure Activities
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The following program has been generated only as apreliminary design tool. A specific
programming analysis is necessary in order to identify unique spatial requirements for
activities and examine special user relationships inherent in community design.
Net Area
Places of Harmony: Places for dialogue, sharing common values.
Intergenerational Center
Cultural Hall
Stage
Storage
Washrooms
6@15m 2
2@9m 2
Reception
Kitchen
Workshop
Entry
Galleries
Learning Rooms
4 @ 36m 2
Offices
4@16m 2
I @ 24m
Audio/Visual Center
Mechanical
Receiving
Wheelchair Storage

230m 2
75m 2
75m 2

35m 2
60m 2
60m 2
50m 2
90m 2

12m 2
60m 2
30m 2

2@8m 2
Common House
Kitchen
Dining/Seating Area
Washrooms
2@9m 2
Mechanical

25m 2
80m 2

20m 2

Places of Amenity: Places for exchange ofproducts, ideas and sentiments.
Library
Circulation/Administration
70m 2
Circulation Books and Periodicals
136m 2
Private Reading Area
40m 2
Group Reading Area
49m 2
Washrooms
2@15m 2
Book Return Area
9m 2
The Market Lane
Dry Cleaner/Laundromat
Hair Salon
Bank
Newspaper Kiosk

.

40m 2
40m 2
56m 2
36m 2
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Food Market
Travel Bureau
Community Police

OLD.

150m 2
40m 2
40m 2

Center for Wellness
Medical Suites
2@12m 2
Dental Suites
2@ 12m 2
Reception/Waiting
Medical Records
Drug Dispensary

40m 2
18m 2
36m 2

Good Earth Cafe
Dining Area
Kitchen and Service

•80m 2
20m 2

Switch House Pub
Dining Area
Kitchen and Service

30m 2
20m 2

The Garden Gate

lOOm 2

Pathway Rental House

20m 2

Fisher House

15m 2

Place of Private Dwelling: Permanent and short term residences.
House of One
Kitchen

12m 2

Living
Bedroom
Store
Bathroom
Laundry
Eating
Bachelor Hall
Kitchen
Living
Bedroom
Store
Bathroom
Laundry
Hall
House of Two Siblings

94

18m 2
urn 2
3m 2
7m 2
2m 2
8m 2

7m 2
16m 2
10m 2
3m 2
7m 2
2m 2
14m 2
12m 2

Kitchen
Living
Bedroom

18m 2
I3m 2
8m 2

Store
Bathroom

7m 2

.:HOUSING

Laundry
Bating

Spousal Suite
Kitchen
Living
Bedroom
Store
Bathroom
Laundry
ating
Study
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3m 2
8m 2

12m 2
18m 2
16m 2
5m 2
Sm 2
3m 2
8m 2
9m 2

Supplemental Suites
2@3rn 2
Crafts Room

5m 2

(
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AS WE ALL GROW OLD, HOUSING FOR THE Pt lIE HOUR
Housing for tire Blue Hour is tire creation of a (oII env,rnrrnro,rl
or community, that assi
sts the aged in the IuIIiIIrrrr'nr at their
authentic human existence and further their wollnrns It altords
amoaningiut framework of collective, public, and private dwell.
ing in order that elderly may ago-in- place. Further it provides
the potential to reconcile disparate societal arjoisrrrc hy its
grating the elderly back into the community so that all '-an
experience their presence, their contributions, and their in
volvomerrl, particularly through their associations with Ouldien

(}7

eli ltI1Jarnno

CON IExr

PLAN

Scale 1:12000

17

The Calgary General Hospital
Crossbow Nursing Home
Carowest Administration
George Boyack Nursing Home
Riverbend Park
Elderly Community
Elderly Community
LIlT
Bow River Pathway
The Calgary Zoo
Inglewood Lawn Bowling
Rhubarb Patch House
Inglewood Village
St Vincent Liem Catholic Church
St John the Evangelist Church
Elderly Lodge
Edith Pink Senior fleciiJirrn

1R

IqIow"'.t

1

2.
3.
4,
5.
6.
7.
8,
9.
.10.
11.
12,
13
14
15
16

" 0111liiIliy

Pi

/

ROOF AND StTE PLAN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8
9.
ID
It
12
13
14
15
IS
I7

Scale 12000

Fisher Pier
Fisher Hut
Path of aFisher
Housing North
Pathway Rental House
Grand Trunk Path
Switch House Pub
Library
Seasons Square
Intergonorattonal Center
Market Lane
Good Earth Cafe
Garden Gate
Center of Wolinoss
South I1ousirrg
Path of the Faithful
Community Gardens
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INIERGENERATIONAL CENTER AND SEASON'S SQUARE
VIEW FROM ST. MONICA AVENUE
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INIERGENERATIONAL CENTER AND SEASONS SOUARF
FIRST FLOOR PLAN
Scale 11000
1,
2,
3.
4.
S.
6
7
8
9.
10
II
12
13
14,
15,
16.
17.
18.
19,
20.
21.
22.
23.

Library
Path of the Fisher
Stage
Cultural Halt
Wheelchair/Stroller Storage
Reception Area
Telephone
Administration/Reception
Kitchen
Receiving Area
Workshop
Gallery
Protected Play Area
Learning Rooms
Switch House Pub
Grand Trunk Path
Bus Stop
Seasons Square
Neighborhood Police
LaundromatfDry Cleaners
Hair Salon
Travel Bureau
Bank

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Ma't'el Lane
Newspaper Kiosk
Food Market
f'ari of the Faithful
Good Earth Cafe
Wellness Center
Drug Dispensary

c

canopy
elevator
men's washroom
women's washroom
water trough
water fountain
kitchen
louvers
seasonal planters
ramp

0

M

w

p
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INTERGENERATIONAL CENTER
SECOND FLOOR PLAN
Scale 1.1000
f.
2,
3
4.
5.
6
7
8
9
10
If.
12.
13,
14.

Stage Below
Cultural Halt Below
Audio/Visual Platform
Audio/Visual Office
Office
Office
Mechanical
Wheelr,f lair/Stroller Sfrrr aqo
Open to Below
Corridor
Community Administration
Housing Office
Roof Deck
Learning Rooms Below

C
0
m

canopy
elevator
men's washroom
women's washroom
louvers

0

SECTION

mCflON

AA

00

tvSr ELEVATION

INtERGENERATIONAL CENTER AND SEASONS SOIJAI1E
SECTIONS AND ELEVATIONS Scale 1:1000
1.
2.
3.
'1,
5,
6
7
8
9
10
It
12
13.
14,
15.

Library
Path of the Fisher
Season's Square
Protected Play Area
Root Dock
Gallery
Learning Ro'yn
Stage
Storage
Cultural hall
Corridor
Community Artrninislralr'rji
Telephone Booth
Gallery
Good Earth Cafe

e
c

elevator
canopy
ramp
louvers
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0

PRIVATE DWELLINGS
VIEW FROM 14TH AVENUE

III

S
AVENUE
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S
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PRIVATE DWELLINGS
COLLECTIVE PLAN
Scale 1:1000
1.
2:
3.
4
51
6.
7,
8
9.
10,
ii.

House for One
Bachelor Hall
House of Two Siblinq
Spousal Suite
Supplemental Unit
Common House
Crafts/Hobby Aoo,n
Covered Strom
Garden Gate
Grand Trunk Path
Community Gardens
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PRIVATE DWELLINGS
PLANS, SECTIONS AND ELEVATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5
6.
7.
8.
9, '
IC.
it.

Scale 1400

Street Entry
Kitchen
Eating Area
Covered Street Entry
Storage
Laundry
Bathroom
Bedroom
Living Area
Outdoor Dock
Corridor

115

PRIVATE DWELLINGS
VIEW INTO COVEflED STREET
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